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Academic Abstract
Decreased gait symmetry has been correlated with an increased fall risk, abnormal joint
loading and decreased functional outcomes. Therefore, symmetry is focused on in the
rehabilitation of many patient populations. Currently, load based symmetry is collected using
expensive and immobile devices that are not clinically accessible, but there is a clinical need for
an objective measure of loading symmetry during daily tasks like walking. Therefore, the purpose
of this dissertation was to 1) assess the validity and reliability of the loadsol® to capture ground
reaction force data, 2) use the loadsol® to determine the differences in symmetry between adults
with a TKA and their healthy peers and 3) explore the potential of a commercially available
biofeedback system to acutely improve gait symmetry in adults. The results of this work indicate
that the loadsol® is a valid and reliable method of collecting loading measures during walking in
both young and older adults. TKA patients who are 12-24 months post-TKA have lower symmetry
in the weight acceptance peak force, propulsive peak force and impulse when compared to their
healthy peers. Finally, a case study with four asymmetric adults demonstrated that a 10-minute
biofeedback intervention with the loadsol® resulted in an acute improvement in symmetry. Future
work is needed to determine the potential of this intervention to improve symmetry in patient
populations and to determine whether the acute response is retained following the completion of
the intervention.

Assessing Limb Symmetry using the Clinically Accessible loadsol®
Kristen Elizabeth Renner
General Audience Abstract
Symmetry during walking is a valuable attribute as asymmetry has been correlated with an
increased fall risk and decreased mobility. Currently, load based symmetry is collected using
expensive and immobile devices that are not clinically accessible. As a result, there is a critical
need for a system that can objectively measure load and loading symmetry during rehabilitation
and everyday tasks in a variety of settings. A new device has been developed (loadsol®) that could
potentially fill this need. Before it can be used to assess and treat patients, the loadsol® needed to
be assessed for accuracy and reliability in both older and younger adults and at various speeds.
Then we needed to determine if the loadsol® can be used to look at the levels of symmetry in
patients who have had a knee replacement compared to their healthy peers. Finally, we tested a
visual biofeedback intervention with the loadsol® to see if this intervention was able to improve
symmetry. We found that the loadsol® is accurate and reliable. Patients with a knee replacement
were less symmetric than their age matched peers. Finally, in a small study, the visual biofeedback
intervention improved symmetry during walking in a group of people with less than 90%
symmetry. Future work is needed to explore the potential of this biofeedback intervention to
improve symmetry in various patient populations and to determine the extent to which patients are
able to retain these improvements.
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Chapter 1: Specific Aims
Walking is a fundamental movement that impacts quality of life and overall health for
people of all ages [1]. In research settings, a combination of motion capture and embedded force
plates or instrumented treadmills have been used to collect gait mechanics, but these systems are
expensive and immobile. To address the mobility limitation, in-shoe sensors have been used to
collect force data, but these systems are still expensive and require cabling which runs from
participants’ shoes to a small waist pouch or backpack. These cables could impact the movement
of participants, particularly if they are unstable during walking. An objective measure of load
symmetry during daily tasks, like walking, that is accessible for use in clinical settings is needed.
A symmetrical gait is considered valuable as asymmetry has been correlated with increased
fall risk and decreased functional performance [2-5]. Currently, there are no feasible, objective
options to retrain force based symmetry in clinical settings. Load-based retraining studies have
been completed in various populations targeting walking mechanics [6-14], but researchers still
lack the ability to retrain dynamic limb symmetry during walking in the clinical setting. Therefore,
the development of a visual biofeedback protocol that could be used during rehabilitation to restore
symmetry addresses a critical unmet need for patient populations.
The proposed objectives of this study are to (1) demonstrate validity and reliability of a
clinically usable load sensor – loadsol®, (2) determine the difference in step-to-step loading
symmetry between TKA patients 12 months post-surgery, and an age-matched control group, and
(3) pilot biofeedback protocol that promotes loading symmetry in adults.
Specific Aim 1: Determine the validity and reliability of the loadsol® (single sensor insole) in
healthy young and old adults during walking. I will test the hypothesis that the peak vGRF and
impulse from the loadsol® will have good reliability and validity (ICC > 0.75) during three
1

conditions, flat, inclined and declined, while walking at a self-selected speed in both younger and
older adults and that ICC values will be comparable between the two age groups [15, 16]. See
Chapters 3 and 4.
Specific Aim 2: Determine the differences in side-to-side loading symmetry between TKA patients
and age matched healthy controls during walking. I will test the hypothesis that TKA patients, 12
months post-op, will have significantly lower symmetry in the peak weight acceptance vGRF,
propulsive vGRF, impulse and loading rate during the same tasks assessed in Aim 1 when
compared to healthy, age and gender-matched controls. See Chapter 5.
Specific Aim 3: Determine the ability of a load-based visual biofeedback system to improve acute
loading symmetry in adults while walking. I will test the hypothesis that a visual biofeedback
system will acutely improve vGRF symmetry during level walking at a self-selected walking speed
in a single visit in adults with a symmetry of less than 90% using a commercially available visual
biofeedback system. See Chapter 6.
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Chapter 2: Introduction
2.1 Symmetry in Gait Mechanics
Gait is a fundamental movement that improves quality of life and overall health [1]. Many
diseases and injuries can result in altered gait mechanics including osteoarthritis, joint
replacements, multiple sclerosis and stroke [1, 17-22]. The presence of asymmetry in a walking
gait has often been associated with gait pathology [23] as a decrease in gait symmetry has been
correlated with increased fall risk, decreased functional performance and abnormal joint loading
[2-5]. Symmetry during functional tasks such as walking and stair climbing is often a physical
therapy goal [5, 24-31]. There are many targets of gait symmetry including, but not limited to,
spatiotemporal, kinetic and kinematic parameters [5, 24-31].
Despite many studies concerning the symmetry of able-bodied individuals [23, 32-37],
there is no consensus of what is considered a ‘normal’ amount of symmetry. Currently, the
literature uses a symmetry cutoff of 85%-95% to indicate a ‘normal’ amount of symmetry based
on the target variable and the patient population [38-41]. The current literature has not discussed
if this target is a valid target for all populations and target variables, or if these are clinically
meaningful cutoffs. Symmetry has been assessed in previous studies using a variety of limb
symmetry indices [23, 32-37], and which symmetry index is used for the assessment may impact
the appropriateness of a proposed symmetry cutoff. Therefore, it is important to investigate what
symmetry levels are normal for various healthy populations (i.e., children, adolescents, young
adults, middle aged adults, older adults, etc.) to provide a better symmetry goal for pathologic
populations.
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2.2 Current Force Data Collection Methods
There are several methods of collecting force data during walking, but embedded force
plates are the most utilized method and are often considered the “gold standard.” Embedded force
plates are commonly used in research, but are expensive, immobile, and are incapable of capturing
consecutive strides. To collect continuous walking data at a consistent speed in a relatively small
space, researchers began to use instrumented treadmills [42-48]. While there are known gait
differences between treadmill and overground walking [48-52], treadmills have quickly become
an accepted method of collecting ground reaction forces during continuous walking. Similar to
embedded force plates, instrumented treadmills are expensive and immobile.
Recently, in-shoe sensors have been used to collect force data. The F-ScanTM (Tekscan,
Inc, South Boston, MA) and pedar-X® (Novel Electronics, St. Paul, MN) are two examples of the
in-shoe sensors that have been used to collect force data during various tasks including walking
[53-58]. The pedar-X® system includes a pair of insoles with 99 pressure sensors (100 Hz) in each
insole and has been showed to be valid and reliable during walking [54, 57, 59]. The pedar-X®
has to be calibrated with air an air bladder system approximately every 3 months. Every testing
session, the pedar-X® insoles are connected to an analyzer and battery pack which have to be
stored in a waist belt and backpack with cables that are secured to each leg with wraps. Force is
collected at 100 Hz (200 Hz if using one insole) and is transmitted using Bluetooth. A limitation
of this device is the cabling which begins at the ankles and runs up to the pack containing the
transmitter and battery. Another in-shoe pressure measuring device, the F-ScanTM (750 Hz
tethered, 100 Hz wireless), includes a disposable insole that reports force by using a conductive
ink applied between two plastic layers that deforms when pressure is applied [53, 60]. These
insoles must be trimmed to fit in a participant’s shoe, and previous studies have shown that this
4

feature adversely affects the validity and reliability of the F-ScanTM [61]. Further, it has been found
that the system lacks durability, has profound calibration errors, suffers from creep and hysteresis
and has overall poor repeatability [61, 62]. Finally, the F-ScanTM requires similar cabling as the
pedar-X® system where the insoles are connected to a small waist pouch or backpack that then
transmits the data to a computer.
The loadsol® is a new in-shoe sensor, which measures the normal in-shoe ground reaction
force. This device addresses some of the limitations of the pedar-X® and F-ScanTM, as the
loadsol® transmits data using a Bluetooth connection to an iPad or iPod (Apple Inc., Cupertino,
CA) without any cables. This reduces the potential for the device to alter gait mechanics. The
system is small and portable – everything that is needed to collect force data can fit in a shoe box
and is, therefore, mobile. The loadsol® system is easy to learn and requires minimal training.
Additionally, the loadsol® is less expensive than the more traditional force plates or pedar-X®
system. These features make the loadsol® a potential method of collecting force data in a clinical
setting, but it has yet to be fully validated.
Currently, only one study has investigated the validity and/or reliability of the loadsol®
during a repetitive task such as walking or running [63]. Burns et al. investigated the loadsol®
during walking (1.4 m/s) and running (2.8 m/s) on an instrumented treadmill in healthy young
adults. The loadsol® was shown to have excellent validity and reliability for the weight acceptance
vertical ground reaction force peak and impulse. Before the loadsol® can be used in clinical
settings, the validity of the loadsol® needs to be investigated across a variety of walking speeds,
treadmill inclines, and ages.
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2.3 Biofeedback
Biofeedback has been used to modify movement patterns for decades. A biofeedback
system has three phases: acquisition of data, data analysis to determine the response and the
delivery of the response to the subject [64]. The goals of a biofeedback system are to assist the
patient with understanding a movement that is known to be correlated with a clinical outcome
measure, promote the retraining of a motor skill by combining intrinsic feedback with extrinsic
feedback and encourage the patient to engage in regular training [65].
In 1974, Spearing and Poppen used foot-switches and an auditory feedback to reduce foot
dragging in adults with cerebral palsy. The study used two switches, one was a step count while
the other switch was on the toe of the shoe and closed when the foot was dragged. When the toe
switch closed, an electric bicycle horn was triggered. This study found a significant decrease in
foot dragging during walking after training with the feedback mechanism [66, 67]. With the rapid
progression of technology, biofeedback has advanced and been the subject of many studies with
various levels of success. A variety of feedback mechanisms have been investigated including
tactile, vibrotactile, visual and auditory [65, 66, 68-70], but the most common form of biofeedback
used for gait retraining is visual feedback [6-14].
Visual biofeedback protocols have been used in several functional tasks [24, 31, 71] and
populations including: knee osteoarthritis [12], joint replacements [7, 9, 10], post-stroke [72],
healthy young adults [8, 11] and healthy older adults [6]. Of the studies that have investigated the
use of biofeedback, relatively few have investigated the potential impact on force based walking
metrics, Table 2.1.
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Table 2.1. Summary of previous studies investigating visual biofeedback in walking
Study
Pizzolato
[11]

Franz [6]

Study
Population
Healthy
young
adults

No.
Participants
5

Healthy
older
adults

8

Target Variable
Medial tibiofemoral
contact force

1) Peak propulsive
GRF
2) Medial
Gastrocnemius
EMG
Partial weight
bearing threshold

Equipment Required

Training Time

Follow-up

Improvement?

Not specified

Acute changes

Yes with
instruction

2 min.

5 min. after training

Yes

Pedar

Until 3 sets of 10
steps met the goal

Immediately
30 min after
1 day after
2 days after
2 and 5 min. after

Only during
training

Within 3 days after
the program

No

OpenSim
Motion Capture system
Instrumented treadmill
EMG
1) Instrumented treadmill
Labview
2) EMG
Labview

Pataky [7]

THA

11

Schenck
[8]

7

Anterior GRF

Instrumented treadmill

11 min.

White [10]

Healthy
young
adults
THA

28

Vertical GRF

Instrumented treadmill

Christensen

TKA

20

15 min
3x week
8 weeks
No time was
specified
Until 10 successful
steps

Knee extensor
Instrumented treadmill
Acute changes
moment
Motion Capture
Christensen TKA
15
1) Vertical GRF
Instrumented treadmill
Changes during
[13]
15
2) Knee extensor
Motion capture
biofeedback
moment
Abbreviations: THA – Total hip arthroplasty, TKA – Total knee arthroplasty, GRF – Ground reation force; EMG – Electromyography
[14]

Yes

Yes
1) Yes
2) Yes
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These previous studies have used a variety of target variables, data input, and visual
displays, but all required technology that is not feasible for clinical interventions. Motion capture
systems, embedded force plates, instrumented treadmill, EMG and pedar-X® are all expensive
equipment and are not accessible to the majority of clinics. Additionally, these systems require
training, and all but the pedar-X® are immobile. Despite these limitations, several studies indicated
that a visual biofeedback system has the potential to retrain gait [9, 11-14, 31, 73]. Therefore, there
is a need to identify a visual biofeedback system that is mobile, less expensive and easy to use,
and able to be implemented in the clinical settings.
2.4 Purpose
There are several current needs to address the gaps in the literature. Therefore, the goals of
this dissertation are: 1) demonstrate that the loadsol® is a valid and reliable tool for gait assessment
in clinical settings, 2) demonstrate that side-to-side symmetry differs between patients 12-24
months post-TKA and their healthy peers and 3) pilot test a commercially available visual
biofeedback system to determine the ability of the biofeedback system to acutely improve gait
symmetry.
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Chapter 3: The Reliability and Validity of the loadsol® Under Various Walking and
Running Conditions
Abstract
Background: The assessment of loading during walking and running has historically been limited
to data collection in laboratory settings or with devices that require a computer connection. This
study aims to determine if the loadsol®, a single sensor wireless insole, is a valid and reliable
method of assessing force.
Methods: Thirty (17 male, 13 female) recreationally active individuals were recruited for a two
visit study where they walked (1.3 m/s) and ran (3.0 and 3.5 m/s) at a 0%, 10% incline and 10%
decline, with the visits about 1 week apart. Ground reaction force data was collected on an
instrumented treadmill (1440 Hz) and with the loadsol® (100 Hz). Ten individuals completed the
day 1 protocol with a newer 200 Hz loadsol®. Intraclass correlation coefficients (ICC3,k) were
used to assess validity and reliability, and Bland-Altman plots were generated to better understand
loadsol® validity.
Results: Across conditions, the peak force ICCs ranged from 0.78-0.97, which increased to 0.840.99 with the 200 Hz insoles. Similarly, the loading rate ICCs improved from 0.61-0.97 to 0.800.96 and impulse improved from 0.61-0.97 to 0.90-0.97.
Discussion: The 200 Hz insoles may be needed for loading rate and impulse in running. For both
walking and running, the loadsol® has excellent between day reliability (>0.76).
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Introduction
Ground reaction forces are often used in the assessment of both normal and pathologic gait
as a means of understanding various loading parameters [74-79]. Historically, studies focusing on
gait biomechanics in which there was a desire to assess lower extremity loading have been limited
to research facilities with either force plates, pressure pads, or an instrumented treadmill [43, 46,
49, 80-83]. Over the last decade, a number of devices have been developed that allow for the
assessment of force measures through in-shoe pressure insoles. The development of these devices
has allowed researchers and clinicians to assess loading parameters in walking [53, 55, 57],
running [54, 56], jumping [56], cutting and agility [56, 58].
Systems like the pedar®-X (Novel Electronics, St. Paul, MN) and the F-Scan (Tekscan,
Inc, South Boston, MA) allow for the collection of in-shoe pressure data outside of traditional
laboratory systems. However, these systems both require cabling from the insoles to a controller
that the research participant has to carry, typically in a pouch or backpack [53, 84]. The
development of in-shoe pressure sensors like these has expanded the breadth of studies that can be
conducted during various activities of daily living and athletic movements. However, there are
some limitations in both clinical and rehabilitation settings. In-shoe pressure measurement devices
are expensive and therefore may be impractical for many clinics [85]. Additionally, because of the
wires that run from the insoles to the waist pouch or small backpack, there are concerns that the
equipment can alter locomotion and change participant behavior. Based on these concerns, there
has been an interest in the development of sensor technology that would allow for the collection
of wireless in-shoe force data.
Recently, a single sensor insole was developed by Novel Electronics (St. Paul, MN), which
allows for the collection of in-shoe force data without cabling. The loadsol® is a thin, single sensor
10

insole that measures the normal force between the foot and the shoe. This device has a small, flat
cable that comes out of the shoe and has an electronics box on the end that allows for the
transmission of the data to a smartphone or tablet in real-time (Figure 1). This small box can be
clipped to the shoelaces or on the tongue of the shoe to decrease any interference with participants’
movement; the position of the box is advantageous because it will not impact the movement
patterns of participants. The data is stored on the mobile device and can be exported as a text file
for additional analysis as desired. Given the size and capabilities of the loadsol®, the system has
the potential to be used for a variety of clinical and in-the-field applications. However, before the
loadsol® can be used for these applications, it is imperative that the device’s reliability and the
validity be established.
For a better understanding of the applicability of the loadsol®, the reliability and validity
of various load parameters such as peak force, loading rate and impulse during various tasks
(inclined, declined and level walking and running) should be established. Loading rate is the rate
that force increases as the foot strikes the ground in walking or running; impulse is the area under
the force-time curve for a single step. Thus far, only one study has published data concerning the
validity and reliability of the loadsol® during walking and/or running [63]. This study investigated
the validity and reliability of the loadsol® during 1.4 m/s walking and 2.8 m/s running on a flat
treadmill. Burns et al. determined that the loadsol® had excellent agreement and between visit
reliability for the peak ground reaction force and impulse measurements [63]. This article did not
examine inclined or declined conditions or report loading rate which may be more sensitive to the
decreased sampling frequency of the loadsol®. Previous work has shown differences in plantar
loading and peak vertical ground reaction force (vGRF) between various levels of inclined and
declined walking has been reported using the pedar® system indicating that it is important to
11

understand reliability and validity during inclined and declined conditions as well as during level
walking [44, 86]. Additionally, Peebles et al. found that the loadsol® sampling rate can impact the
validity and reliability of the loadsol® during dynamic movements. It was found that stop jump
and single hop force data collected with the 200 Hz insoles had improved validity when compared
with the 100 Hz data [87]. It is unknown if a higher sampling rate is needed during less dynamic
activities like walking and running.
Therefore, the purpose of this study was to determine the between day reliability as well as
the validity of the loadsol® compared to an instrumented treadmill during walking and running at
various speeds and inclines. Based on what is currently known about the reliability and validity of
the in-shoe pressure systems, we hypothesized that the peak force, the impulse and the loading rate
from the loadsol® would demonstrate good to excellent agreement with the corresponding force
plate data. Further, we hypothesized that for each variable of interest, the loadsol® would
demonstrate good to excellent between day reliability.

Methods
In order to complete this project, 30 recreationally active, healthy young adults (17 male
and 13 female), between the ages of 18 and 30 were recruited and asked to complete this two-visit
study, Table 3.1. All participants were comfortable walking on a treadmill and had previous
treadmill experience. Recreationally active was defined as exercising at least 3 times a week for
30 minutes or more each session. Based on previous literature, gender does not alter validity and
reliability. Therefore, the impact of gender was not investigated in this study [54, 55, 57]. All study
participants signed an Institutional Review Board approved consent form prior to study initiation.
To be included in this study, participants had previous treadmill experience and could not have
12

any musculoskeletal diseases or injuries that prevented normal activity for more than 2 days in the
last 3 months.
Each participant was provided with a pair of neutral running shoes, Nike Air Pegasus (Nike
Inc., Beaverton, OR) and the appropriate size loadsol® pair at the beginning of the session, Figure
3.1. The loadsol® is a single capacitive force sensor along the length of the insole. The primary
advantage of the loadsol® is the ability to collect and store data via Bluetooth without cables [87].
The participants’ age, height, and weight were recorded. After a 5 minute warm up, the weight of
the participant was entered in Newtons (N) into the loadsol® application on an iPad (Apple Inc.,
Cupertino, CA) and the resolution was set to 5N to allow for a force range of 0-2550N. The
resolution indicates the increments over which the loadsol® collects data. In this study, data was
collected in 5N increments for the range of 0-2550N. If the load is expected to exceed 2550N the
resolution should be changed to 10N. The loadsol® was calibrated using the procedure previously
described by Peebles et al. [87]. Participants were instructed to load the insoles with their full
bodyweight in a single-leg stance and then unloading the insole three times on each foot following
the company’s calibration procedures. The calibration was saved and was checked to ensure that
the load during single leg stance was within 5% of the body mass that was entered into the loadsol®
application. If the calibration was not acceptable, the calibration procedure was repeated.
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Figure 3.1. The loadsol® and a sample data file are pictured here. Photo taken by Michael
Diersing.
Following calibration, each participant completed a total of 9 trials. One walking speed,
1.3 m/s, and two running speeds, 3.0 and 3.5 m/s, were selected. Each speed was performed at
three grades of incline (0% level walking, 10% incline and 10% decline). The order of these 9
conditions were randomized using a random sequence generator for each visit for each participant.
Participants were encouraged to take brakes as needed. Each trial lasted 1 minute, and data was
collected for the middle 30 seconds using the loadsol® (100Hz) and two force plates within a foreaft split belt, instrumented treadmill (Compact Tandem Force-Sensing Treadmill, Model:
DBCEEWI, AMTI, Watertown, MA) (1440 Hz). This protocol was repeated approximately one
week later for each participant to assess the between-day reliability of the loadsol®.
For this study, only the left foot was analyzed, and there was an average of 25.8 ± 4.8 steps
at 1.3 m/s, 36.2 ± 12.7 steps at 3.0 m/s and 35.7±13.6 steps at 3.5 m/s. The force plate vGRF was
filtered in Matlab (version 9.2.0, Mathworks, Natick, MA) using a 4th order recursive Butterworth
filter with a cutoff frequency of 25 Hz [88]; the loadsol® GRF data used in the analysis was not
filtered, Figure 3.2. The decision to not filter the loadsol® data was based on a preliminary
analysis comparing the variables of interest before and after filtering the data. The cutoffs selected
14

for this preliminary analysis were based on a frequency analysis of the loadsol® data which
indicated that a 10 Hz and 20 Hz cutoff should be used for the data collected at 100 Hz and 200
Hz respectively. Using a Butterworth filter with the above cutoffs did not impact the variables of
interest, and we, therefore, proceeded with the raw loadsol® data. The variables of interest – peak
weight acceptance force, impulse, and loading rate – were calculated for each step in Matlab for
both the force plate and loadsol® data. Impulse was calculated as the area under the force-time
curve from heel strike to toe-off, and loading rate was calculated as the slope of the weight
acceptance portion of the force-time curve using the method presented by Goss and Gross[89].
These variables were calculated for each step and then averaged for the loadsol® and the force
plate data independently.

Figure 3.2. A representative image of the loadsol® (left) and force plate (right) data for a single
running step. Each dot represents one data point collected at 100 Hz for the loadsol® and 1440 Hz
for the force plate.
SPSS (version 25, IBM Analytics, Armonk, NY) was used to run a paired t-test between
the loadsol® and force plate values on day 1 (α=0.05). The validity of the loadsol® was determined
by calculating the intraclass correlation coefficient, ICC(3,k) with a 95% confidence interval,
between the force plate and the loadsol® using the data from day 1. Bland-Altman plots were also
generated to look at the validity of the loadsol® compared to the force plates. The between day
15

reliability was determined by calculating the ICC(3,k) between day 1 and day 2 for both the
loadsol® and force plate data in combination with Bland-Altman plots generated in Matlab. The
standard error of the mean (SEM) was calculated with the 95% confidence intervals for both the
force plate and loadsol®. In order to categorize the ICC values for both the validity and reliability,
the following categorization scheme was used: >0.75 is excellent, 0.60-0.74 is good, 0.40-0.59 is
fair and < 0.40 is poor [90].
After the initial study was completed, a new 200 Hz loadsol® was released. We repeated
the day 1 testing and data processing protocol to determine if increasing the sampling rate to 200
Hz would improve the validity of the loadsol® during both walking and running. We recruited 10
recreationally active athletes, Table 3.1, and completed the day 1 data collection procedures with
a new randomized collection order as well as the same statistical analysis.

200 Hz

100 Hz

Table 3.1. Demographics.
Gender
Male (n=17) Female (n=13)
Age
20.94 ± 2.41 21.38 ± 3.01
Height (m) 1.79 ± 0.07
1.69 ± 5.34
Weight (kg) 73.50±13.7
64.64 ± 7.93
Gender
Male (n=6) Female (n=4)
Age
22.8 ± 2.04
24.8 ± 0.96
Height (m) 1.75 ± 0.03
1.75 ± 0.03
Weight (kg) 79.40 ± 8.76 67.92 ± 3.32

Results
One subject was excluded from the 100 Hz analysis due to equipment challenges during
data collection. For the remaining subjects, the values (mean ± SD) of the peak weight acceptance
force, impulse (I) and loading rate (LR) for all conditions are presented in Table 3.2 along with
the validity ICC results and the SEM between the loadsol® and force plates. The walking ICC
values for all variables of interest are good to excellent indicating that there is a good to excellent
association between the loadsol® and the force plates during walking. Similarly, the ICC values
16

for the variables of interest during the running conditions ranged from 0.61-0.97 also indicating a
good to excellent association between the loadsol® and force plates during running. The paired ttests indicated that there is a difference between methods in all running conditions for peak load
and for the LR in the declined conditions and in the 3.0 m/s inclined condition. The Bland-Altman
plots for all 100 Hz conditions are presented in Figures 3.3 and 3.4.

Loading Rate (BW/s)

Impulse (BW*s)

Peak Force (BW)

Table 3.2. Day 1 results of peak force, impulse, loading rate for the force plate (FP) and loadsol®
(LS) are presented along with the standard error of the mean (SEM) and the ICC with their 95%
confidence intervals (CI). * Statistical difference between the loadsol® and force plate values.
Speed
% Grade
FP
SEM
95% CI
LS
SEM
95% CI
p-value
ICC
95% CI
FP
SEM
95% CI
LS
SEM
95% CI
p-value
ICC
95% CI
FP
SEM
95% CI
LS
SEM
95% CI
p-value
ICC
95% CI

0%
2.34±0.24
0.05
[2.25, 2.44]
2.18±0.25
0.05
[2.08, 2.27]
<0.01*
0.86
[0.69, 0.93]
0.37±0.02
<0.01
[0.37, 0.38]
0.37±0.04
0.01
[0.35, 0.38]
0.34
0.68
[0.30, 0.85]
41.91±7.96
1.50
[38.82, 44.99]
42.35±10.46
1.98
[38.30, 46.41]
0.77
0.78
[0.53, 0.90]

3.5 m/s
-10%
2.21±0.18
0.04
[2.13, 2.27]
2.09±0.25
0.05
[1.99, 2.19]
<0.01*
0.88
[74, 0.95]
0.37±0.02
<0.01
[0.36, 0.38]
0.36±0.04
0.01
[0.35, 0.38]
0.12
0.77
[0.50, 0.90]
46.15±9.39
1.81
[42.43, 49.86]
52.02±12.25
2.36
[47.18, 56.87]
0.01*
0.61
[0.14, 0.82]

10%
2.28±0.18
0.03
[2.21, 2.35]
2.13±0.26
0.05
[2.03, 2.23]
<0.01*
0.78
[0.53, 0.90]
0.36±0.02
<0.01
[0.35, 0.37]
0.36±0.04
0.01
[0.35, 0.38]
0.58
0.61
[0.16,0.82]
30.87±6.47
1.24
[28.31,33.43]
29.46±6.72
1.29
[26.80, 2.11]
0.11
0.87
[0.72, 0.94]

0%
2.28±0.23
0.04
[2.19, 2.37]
2.12±0.25
0.05
[2.02, 2.21]
<0.01*
0.86
[0.70, 0.94]
0.38±0.02
<0.01
[0.37, 0.39]
0.37±0.04
0.01
[0.36, 0.39]
0.12
0.69
[0.34, 0.86]
38.38±9.16
1.73
[34.82, 41.39]
38.39±10.68
2.02
[34.24, 42.53]
0.99
0.92
[0.60, 0.91]

3.0 m/s
-10%
2.12±0.21
0.04
[2.04, 2.19]
2.04±0.26
0.05
[1.94, 2.13]
<0.01*
0.89
[0.77, 0.95]
0.38±0.03
<0.01
[0.37, 0.39]
0.37±0.04
0.01
[0.36, 0.39]
0.22
0.79
[0.55, 0.90]
43.34±9.61
1.79
[39.68, 46.99]
49.14±11.95
2.22
[44.60, 53.69]
<0.01*
0.97
[0.26, 0.84]

10%
2.21±0.31
0.04
[2.17, 2.32]
2.08±0.32
0.04
[2.03, 2.21]
<0.01*
0.92
[0.83, 0.96]
0.39±0.10
<0.01
[0.36, 0.38]
0.39±0.10
0.01
[0.36, 0.39]
0.46
0.97
[0.94, 0.99]
27.43±8.55
1.31
[25.66, 31.03]
24.70±8.15
1.28
[22.89,28.15]
<0.01*
0.93
[0.85, 0.97]

0%
1.29±0.22
0.04
[1.20, 1.38]
1.27±0.24
0.05
[1.17, 1.37]
0.50
0.89
[0.75, 0.95]
0.61±0.11
0.02
[0.56,0.65]
0.61±0.12
0.02
[0.56, 0.66]
0.92
0.96
[0.90, 0.98]
7.82±1.81
0.36
[7.08, 8.57]
10.95±3.14
0.63
[9.65, 12.24]
<0.01*
0.72
[0.36,0.88]

1.3 m/s
-10%
1.43±0.28
0.06
[1.32, 1.55]
1. 40±0.27
0.05
[1.23, 1.51]
0.09
0.97
[0.93, 0.99]
0.57±0.10
0.02
[0.53, 0.61]
0.58±0.12
0.02
[0.53, 0.62]
0.33
0.96
[0.90, 0.98]
10.91±3.39
0.68
[9.51, 12.31]
17.44±4.49
0.90
[15.58, 19.29]
<0.01*
0.83
[0.60, 0.92]
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10%
1.31±0.22
0.04
[1.22, 1.40]
1.38±0.27
0.05
[1.27, 1.49]
0.04*
0.87
[0.71, 0.94]
0.61±0.11
0.02
[0.56, 0.66]
0.62±0.13
0.03
[0.57, 0.68]
0.20
0.95
[0.88,0.98]
7.50±2.00
0.40
[6.68, 8.33]
9.37±2.97
0.59
[8.14, 10.60]
<0.01*
0.90
[0.77, 0.95]

Figure 3.3. The Bland-Altman plots for peak force, impulse, and loading rate with the 100 Hz
loadsol® for both running speeds (3.0 and 3.5 m/s) flat (F), inclined (I) and declined (D). The
difference is calculated by subtracting the loadsol® values from the force plate values. The bias
(mean difference) is displayed for each variable with a * indicating a statistically significant
difference between the force plate and loadsol®.
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Figure 3.4. The Bland-Altman plots for each variable during walking conditions (1.3 m/s, flat (F),
inclined (I) and declined (D)) with the 100 Hz loadsol®. The difference is calculated by subtracting
the loadsol® values from the force plate values. The bias (mean difference) is displayed for each
variable with a * indicating a statistically significant difference between the force plate and
loadsol®.
The 200 Hz validity results, Table 3.3, indicated excellent validity for peak load, impulse, and
LR across all of the conditions. From the paired t-tests, all of the running conditions except for the
3.5 m/s incline had differences in peak load, all of the conditions had differences in impulse, and
the inclined conditions had differences in LR. The 200 Hz Bland-Altman plots support the goodexcellent validity, Figures 3.5 and 3.6. For between-day reliability, the loadsol® ICC values range
from 0.90-0.99 for peak weight acceptance, 0.86-0.98 for impulse and 0.72-0.99 for loading rate,
Table 3.4. Peak force and impulse were all classified as having excellent reliability while loading
rate ranges from good to excellent.
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Table 3.3. Peak force, impulse, loading rate (LR) results for the force plate (FP) and
loadsol® (LS) results of the 200 Hz loadsol®. * Indicates a statistical difference between
the force plate and loadsol® value.

Loading Rate (BW/s)

Impulse (BW*s)

Peak Force (BW)

Speed
% Grade
FP
SEM
95% CI
LS
SEM
95% CI
p-value
ICC
95% CI
FP
SEM
95% CI
LS
SEM
95% CI
p-value
ICC
95% CI
FP
SEM
95% CI
LS
SEM
95% CI
p-value
ICC
95% CI

0%
2.24±0.30
0.09
[2.02, 2.45]
2.04±0.26
0.08
[1.85, 2.23]
<0.01*
0.96
[0.84,0.99]
0.38±0.05
0.02
[0.35, 0.42]
0.36±0.05
0.02
[0.32, 0.39]
<0.01*
0.97
[0.87,0.99]
37.50±11.54
3.65
[29.24, 45.75]
37.807±8.75
2.77
[31.54, 44.06]
0.91
0.83
[0.33,0.96]

3.5 m/s
-10%
2.19±0.32
0.10
[1.96, 2.42]
2.04±0.29
0.09
[1.83, 2.24]
<0.01*
0.99
[0.97,1.00]
0.38±0.04
0.01
[0.35, 0.41]
0.35±0.03
0.01
[0.33, 0.38]
<0.01*
0.91
[0.66,0.98]
50.55±15.08
5.03
[37.94, 63.16]
49.19±8.43
2.98
[42.14, 56.24]
0.71
0.80
[0.02,0.96]

10%
0%
2.12±0.29
2.19±0.27
0.09
0.09
[1.91, 2.32]
[1.99, 2.19]
1.98±0.22
1.98±0.25
0.07
0.08
[1.83, 2.14]
[1.80, 2.16]
0.06
<0.01*
0.84
0.95
[0.34,0.96]
[0.78,0.99]
0.36±0.05
0.39±0.05
0.02
0.02
[0.33, 0.40]
[0.35, 0.42]
0.34±0.04
0.36±0.05
0.01
0.02
[0.31, 0.38]
[0.32, 0.40]
0.05*
<0.01*
0.91
0.96
[0.65,0.98]
[0.85,0.99]
21.56±6.01
31.67±9.54
1.90
3.02
[17.27, 25.86] [24.85, 38.49]
26.00±5.85
33.51±5.71
1.85
1.81
[21.81, 30.18] [29.43, 37.60]
<0.01*
0.32
0.92
0.86
[0.66,0.98]
[0.42,0.96]

3.0 m/s
-10%
2.11±0.27
0.09
[1.92, 2.30]
1.95±0.23
0.07
[1.79, 2.12]
<0.01*
0.97
[0.90,1.00]
0.39±0.04
0.01
[0.36, 0.42]
0.36±0.03
0.01
[0.33, 0.38]
<0.01*
0.90
[0.60,0.98]
41.66±10.11
3.37
[33.89, 49.44]
44.90±9.09
3.09
[39.98, 51.22]
0.38
0.80
[0.12,0.96]

10%
2.15±0.27
0.09
[1.95, 2.34]
1.92±0.22
0.07
[1.76, 2.08]
<0.01*
0.94
[0.78,0.99]
0.38±0.05
0.01
[0.35, 0.42]
0.35±0.04
0.01
[0.32, 0.38]
<0.01*
0.92
[0.67,0.98]
19.76±4.74
1.50
[16.37, 23.14]
23.58±5.80
1.83
[19.43, 27.72]
<0.01*
0.88
[0.51,0.97]

0%
1.14±0.14
0.05
[1.03, 1.24]
1.13±0.16
0.05
[1.01, 1.25]
0.84
0.90
[0.55, 0.98]
0.55±0.07
0.02
[0.50, 0.60]
0.55±0.09
0.03
[0.48, 0.61]
<0.01*
0.97
[0.84,0.99]
6.56±1.32
0.44
[5.54, 7.58]
9.41±2.34
0.78
[7.61, 11.20]
0.52
0.80
[0.12,0.96]

1.3 m/s
-10%
1.28±0.15
0.05
[1.17, 1.39]
1.22±0.15
0.05
[1.11, 1.33]
0.72
0.98
[0.91,1.00]
0.52±0.06
0.02
[0.48, 0.56]
0.51±0.07
0.02
[0.46, 0.56]
0.31
0.91
[0.65,0.98]
10.05±4.02
1.27
[7.17, 12.93]
13.95±3.37
1.07
[11.54, 16.37]
0.16
0.96
[0.85,0.99]

10%
1.15±0.16
0.05
[1.04, 1.27]
1.18±0.17
0.05
[1.06, 1.30]
0.01*
0.84
[0.36,0.96]
0.56±0.07
0.02
[0.51, 0.61]
0.55±0.07
0.02
[0.49, 0.60]
<0.01*
0.96
[0.85,0.99]
6.13±1.52
0.51
[4.96, 7.31]
7.70±1.93
0.65
[6.21, 9.19]
0.01*
0.81
[0.16,0.96]
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Figure 3.5. The Bland-Altman plots for the running conditions with the 200 Hz loadsol® for both
running speeds (3.0 and 3.5 m/s) flat (F), inclined (I) and declined (D). The difference is calculated
by subtracting the loadsol® values from the force plate values. The bias is displayed for each
variable with a * indicating a statistically significant difference between the force plate and
loadsol®.
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Figure 3.6. The Bland-Altman plots for walking conditions (1.3 m/s, flat (F), inclined (I) and
declined (D)) with the 200 Hz loadsol®. The difference is calculated by subtracting the loadsol®
values from the force plate values. The bias is displayed for each variable with a * indicating a
statistically significant difference between the force plate and loadsol®.
Table 3.4. Between-day reliability ICC and SEM values with the 95% confidence intervals.

Loadin
g Rate

Impulse

Peak
Force

Speed
% Grade
ICC
FP
95% CI
ICC
LS
95% CI
ICC
FP
95% CI
ICC
LS
95% CI
ICC
FP
95% CI
ICC
LS
95% CI

0%
0.97
[0.94,0.99]
0.89
[0.77,0.95]
0.80
[0.57,0.91]
0.91
[0.81,0.96]
0.88
[0.75,0.95]
0.88
[0.74,0.95]

3.5 m/s
-10%
0.96
[0.92,0.98]
0.88
[0.73,0.94]
0.92
[0.82,0.96]
0.90
[0.78,0.95]
0.91
[0.79,0.96]
0.76
[0.44,0.90]

10%
0.93
[0.84,0.97]
0.93
[0.84,0.96]
0.81
[0.60,0.91]
0.88
[0.73,0.94]
0.87
[0.72,0.94]
0.92
[0.82,0.96]

0%
0.97
[0.94,0.99]
0.91
[0.81,0.96]
0.74
[0.43,0.88]
0.88
[0.74,0.94]
0.70
[0.43,0.86]
0.85
[0.67,0.93]

3.0 m/s
-10%
0.96
[0.91,0.98]
0.90
[0.79,0.96]
0.89
[0.76,0.95]
0.92
[0.84,0.96]
0.81
[0.59,0.91]
0.74
[0.44,0.88]

10%
0.96
[0.92,0.98]
0.91
[0.82,0.96]
0.88
[0.75,0.95]
0.86
[0.70,0.93]
0.92
[0.83,0.96]
0.90
[0.79,0.95]

0%
0.89
[0.98,1.00]
0.96
[0.91,0.98]
0.91
[0.98,1.00]
0.96
[0.91,0.98]
0.91
[0.96,0.91]
0.90
[0.78,0.96]

1.3 m/s
-10%
0.97
[0.96,0.99]
0.97
[0.93,0.99]
0.97
[0.93,0.99]
0.96
[0.92,0.98]
0.91
[0.88,0.98]
0.96
[0.92,0.98]

10%
0.93
[0.94,0.99]
0.95
[0.88,0.98]
0.86
[0.94,0.99]
0.95
[0.88,0.98]
0.94
[0.81,0.97]
0.72
[0.35,0.88]

Discussion
The high ICC values presented in this study support our hypothesis that the loadsol® is a
valid and reliable method of collecting peak weight acceptance force, loading rate and impulse
during level, inclined and declined walking and running. In addition to having high ICC values
between the force plates and loadsol®, the bias for each variable is relatively small, and most of
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the data falls within the 95% limits of agreement, which supports the loadsol® being a valid and
reliable system to assess load metrics during walking outside of the laboratory setting.
There is a significant bias in the peak load between the force plate and loadsol®. Generally,
the loadsol® is underestimating the force plate for the peak force and impulse measurements. This
difference was expected based on previous literature that has discussed the impact of an insole on
measured force values [87, 91-93]. The loadsol® overestimated the loading rate which differs from
previously reported literature. Peebles et al. reported that the loadsol® overestimated the loading
rate for a stop jump, but underestimated for the single hop [87]. Seiberl et al. indicated that the
loadsol® overestimates the loading rate in running, but there are several methodological
differences making direct comparisons of the findings between these studies difficult[93]. Seiberl
et al. resampled the loadsol® data from 100 Hz to 1000 Hz and used a different method of
calculating the loading rate - the maximal slope of the increasing force during the impact phase
[93]. However, when the same sample rate and calculations are utilized, the loadsol® appears to
consistently overestimate the loading rate.[87] This is most likely due to the differences in
sampling rates between the loadsol® and the force plates.
Across all conditions, the 100 Hz loadsol® has excellent validity and reliability, and the
200 Hz loadsol® further improves the validity ICC values. The validity of the impulse varies
greatly between walking and running – in walking the 100 Hz impulse is greater than 0.95, but in
the running conditions, it ranges from 0.61-0.97. We believe this could be the result of the lower
sampling frequency because the 200 Hz insoles improve the ICC values to all be greater than 0.90.
Loading rate also has a wider range of ICC values (0.61-0.97) with the 100 Hz insoles. Similarly
to the impulse measure, when the sampling frequency is increased to 200 Hz the ICC range is 0.800.96 moving all of the conditions into the excellent ICC range. We believe that the lower ICC
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values for the loading rate at 100 Hz could be due to fewer points of the linear portion of the ground
reaction force trace. The method used to calculate loading rate in this article calculates the slope
between 3 and 12% of the stance time which may be impacted by the number of data points used
in this calculations for the loadsol®.
With respect to the ICC values of the loadsol®, Burns et al. reported similar ICC values
for peak load and impulse during flat walking[63]. During flat running at 2.7 m/s, Burns et al.
reported higher peak load and similar impulse ICC values. The increased ICC for peak load during
running may be explained by a slower running speed and a difference in methodology. Burns et
al. calculated the ICC by including all of the steps from each research participant resulting in 8000
data points. We decided to use the average of the steps for each participant resulting in fewer data
points. This method was chosen because it more closely reflects standard data analysis methods.
Burns et al. did not report loading rate results.
There are several potential limitations to this study. We selected representative running and
walking speeds for this study. It is possible that increasing or decreasing the speeds could impact
the validity of the loadsol®; if a study is focused on speeds that are much faster than 3.5 m/s or
slower than 1.3 m/s, we recommend completing a similar protocol to confirm the validity and
reliability of the loadsol®. Additionally, future research should attempt to limit the number of
Bluetooth signals near the loadsol® as they can cause the loadsol® signal to drop frames.
Concerning the 200 Hz insoles, we did not test the between day repeatability, but we do not
anticipate that the results would differ from the 100 Hz reliability ICC values presented here as the
increased sampling rate should only impact the validity of the loadsol®, not the between day
repeatability. Finally, the sample size used for the 200 Hz validity analysis is small, future studies
using the 200 Hz insoles may benefit by confirming the validity with a larger sample side.
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The ICC values and Bland-Altman plots for the peak force, impulse and loading rate between the
loadsol® and the instrumented treadmill forces indicate that the loadsol® can be used to assess
load based parameters during various walking and running tasks. Given that the loadsol® is a valid
and reliable method of data collection and is less expensive than traditional force monitoring
methods, these insoles have the potential to be used in the assessment and tracking of various
clinical populations recovering from injuries and surgeries. These insoles could also be used to
assess changes in load parameters in the clinical setting to track recovery and restoration of
symmetric loading following a variety of surgical and non-surgical interventions. The loadsol®
can also be used when asking patients to maintain a partial weight bearing protocol following
surgery through setting load thresholds within the mobile application that will alter the patient
when he/she is placing more load on the foot than is recommended during recovery. In addition,
the loadsol® can be used for research to better improve injury prevention interventions as well as
rehabilitation programs to improve health outcomes that could ultimately improve the quality of
life for many patients. These applications will need to be assessed in future studies.
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Chapter 4: Detection of Age and Gender Differences in Level Walking Using the loadsol®
Abstract
Introduction: Walking is a fundamental activity which improves quality of life and health. Force
has been used as an identifying feature of gait mechanics. Walking speed and force vary between
genders and with age. It is known that men walk faster, and with increased force compared to
women, and older adults walk slower and with increased force compared to younger adults. The
purpose of this study was to validate the loadsol® against an instrumented treadmill for assessing
peak force, impulse and loading rate in older adults ages 60-80, and determine if the loadsol® can
detect differences in force parameters between genders and age groups.
Methods: 20 young adults (22.2 ± 2.9 years) and 23 older adults (68.1 ± 5.8 years) walked at a
self-selected speed on a flat, inclined and declined instrumented treadmill. Force data was
simultaneously collected from the force plates (1440 Hz) and the loadsol® (100 Hz) during each
condition. An ICC(3,k) was calculated, and a Bland-Altman plot was generated for peak vertical
ground reaction force (vGRF), loading rate (LR) and impulse to validate the loadsol®. An
ANCOVA was completed for each variable to determine differences based on age and gender
using the loadsol®.
Results: The loadsol® was found to be valid in measuring the peak vGRF (ICCs: 0.88-0.94), LR
(ICCs: 0.95-0.98), and impulse (ICCs: 0.93-0.96). The loadsol® underestimated the impulse in all
conditions and overestimated the loading rate during the inclined walking condition. The loadsol®
and force plate had some agreement in differentiating between genders (inclined impulse) and age
(peak vGRF, inclined impulse, flat and declined LR). With the loadsol® indicating additional
differences in the interaction between age and gender (inclined impulse, flat LR) and between
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genders (inclined vGRF, flat and inclined impulse, flat LR). The force plates indicated a difference
in age groups for the inclined impulse and flat and declined LR that the loadsol® did not detect.
Discussion: The loadsol® is a valid method of collecting force data in older adults. The loadsol®
and force plates did not completely agree when determining age and gender differences in the force
data, so caution should be used when assessing differences between populations with the loadsol®.
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Introduction
Walking is an important activity in older adults and is an indicator of over-all health, as
physical activity in older adults has been shown to decrease diseases and disability while
increasing quality of life [94-99]. Ground reaction force has been used in the literature as an
identifying feature of gait mechanics [45] and has frequently been used, in combination with
spatiotemporal and kinematic parameters, to distinguish between healthy and pathologic
populations and has proven to be useful in identifying potential biomechanical factors of disease
progression [22, 52, 100, 101].
Specifically, vertical ground reaction force (vGRF) has been used as a measure of abnormal
limb loading in adults as it can provide an indirect measure of joint loading [22, 40, 102, 103].
Many studies have investigated the potential of using force base metrics to assist in treatment
protocols or retraining of pathologic populations, but gait assessments that incorporate vGRF have
thus far been limited to research centers that have access to force plates or an instrumented
treadmill, and motion capture capabilities [13, 24, 104]. This equipment is expensive and typically
immobile, making it inaccessible in many clinical settings. Therefore, it would be beneficial to be
able to collect force based metrics with less expensive and more mobile technology, thus
improving the accessibility of gait assessments.
The loadsol® (Novel Electronics, St. Paul, MN) is a commercially available device that is
capable of measuring the normal in-shoe ground reaction force in a variety of settings using
Bluetooth capabilities. Previous in-shoe sensors like the F-Scan (Tekscan, Inc, South Boston, MA)
and pedar®-X (Novel Electronics, St. Paul, MN) are expensive and have cables that run from the
insoles to a small pouch or backpack, which could alter gait mechanics and potentially increase
the risk of tripping or falling when testing older adults [53, 84]. The loadsol® is a wireless device
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that uses Bluetooth communication which will minimize the impact on gait and the risk of falling.
Additionally, the loadsol® only requires the use of an iPad, iPod, or iPhone (Apple Inc., Cupertino,
CA) to collect force data, making it relatively inexpensive and easy to transport [63, 73, 87, 93,
105]. These loadsol® features may make it a clinically accessible method of collecting force based
data during various functional tasks.
The loadsol® has been shown to be a valid and reliable method of collecting load kinetics
in young adults during walking and running [63, 93, 105], but these studies have neglected the
need to investigate the validity of the loadsol® in healthy older adults. It is well known that older
adults have a decreased walking speed, and that decreasing walking speed results in a decreased
peak vertical ground reaction force [106]. It is also known that gait mechanics vary with speed,
and preferred walking speed is dependent on gender and the incline of the terrain [107-113]. For
example, women tend to walk slower than men (female: 1.10 m/s, male: 1.19 m/s) [109], older
adults walk slower than younger adults (older: 0.95 m/s, younger: 1.14 m/s) [112], and young
adults walked faster on inclined and declined slopes compared to flat ground (0o 1.57 m/s, -5o 1.66
m/s, +5o 1.68 m/s) [110]. Specifically, it is known that differences in vertical ground reaction
forces exist between age groups and between genders with younger adults (young: 1.11 ± 0.04
BW, older: 1.18 ± 0.06 BW) [114] and men (male: 1.02 BW, female: 1.09 BW) [112] having a
reduced peak vertical ground reaction force at comfortable walking speeds Previous studies
investigating the loadsol® during walking have restricted walking speed in order to improve
comparisons through controlling the data collection methods and have neglected to investigate if
the loadsol® is capable of detecting differences between age and gender groups [63, 105]. These
differences in walking mechanics indicate that it is important to test the validity of the loadsol® at
self-selected walking speeds and in different age groups. If the loadsol® is valid in older adults, it
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would indicate that the loadsol® can be used to collect force data across the lifespan in nontraditional research environments.
Therefore, the first purpose of this study is to determine the validity of the loadsol® in
healthy older adults at self-selected walking speeds during flat, inclined and declined conditions.
We hypothesize that the loadsol® will have good validity in all of the walking conditions in older
adults demonstrated by an ICC value greater than 0.60. The second aim of this study was to
determine if the loadsol® is capable of detecting differences in vertical ground reaction force,
loading rate and impulse between genders and age groups and whether the differences identified
are the same when collecting data with the loadsol® and force plates. We hypothesize that the
loadsol® will be able to detect differences based on age and gender in the vertical ground reaction
force, impulse and loading rate with younger adults having a higher peak vertical ground reaction
force and loading rate, and women having a decreased vertical ground reaction force when
compared to men.
Methods
To complete this study, 20 healthy young adults (11 male and 9 female) and 23 healthy
older adults (9 male and 14 female) were recruited, Table 4.1. The young adults were 18-30 years
old, and the healthy older adults were 60-80 years of age. Participants were excluded if they had a
history of lower extremity injury in the last 12 months, any history of lower extremity surgery, or
if they were unable to walk unassisted. All study participants signed an Institutional Review Board
approved consent prior to study initiation. All participants verbally indicated that they had previous
experience with treadmill walking and were comfortable completing the walking trials on the
treadmill.
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Each participant was fitted with a pair of neutral running shoes (Air Pegasus, Nike Inc.,
Beaverton, OR) and a loadsol® pair. The age, height, and weight were then recorded for each
participant. Participants selected a comfortable walking speed on an instrumented treadmill
(Compact Tandem Force-Sensing Treadmill, Model: DBCEEWI, AMTI, Watertown, MA) at 0%
incline, 10% incline, and a 10% decline. A treadmill was used for this study as the participants
were required to walk at a consistent speed for the duration of the testing session. The preferred
walking speed was determined by slowly increasing the treadmill speed until the participant
indicated that the speed was faster than preferred. The treadmill was then sped up a little and then
slowed down until the participant indicated that the speed was slower than what they prefer. This
process was completed three times, and the average of the six speeds was used as the preferred
speed; this process was completed for each of the incline conditions [115]. The loadsol® pair was
calibrated using a previously described protocol [87, 105]. Briefly, the participants were instructed
to load an insole with their full body weight in single-leg stance before completely unloading the
insole; this was repeated two more times following the prompts in the loadsol® application on the
iPad. The same procedure was repeated for the other limb before checking that the calibration was
within 5% of the body mass recorded at the beginning of the session.
Participants rested for 5 minutes before walking at the selected walking speed for 3
minutes. The incline testing order was randomized at the beginning of the study session. Data was
simultaneously collected from the loadsol® (100 Hz) and the force plates (1440 Hz) for the middle
2 minutes of each trial to ensure that the steps analyzed were not impacted by the subject speeding
up or slowing down. The force plate data was collected in Qualisys Track Manager (Qualisys,
Goteborg, Sweden) before being filtered in Visual 3D (C-Motion, Germantown, MD) using a 4th
order recursive Butterworth filter with a cutoff frequency of 25 Hz [88]. The vertical ground
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reaction force data was exported for each step of the trial. The loadsol® data was exported to text
files and was not filtered. The decision to not filter the loadsol® data was based on previous work,
which determined that filtering loadsol® data with a 10 Hz Butterworth filter did not alter the
outcomes for any of the variables of interest [105]. Matlab (Mathworks, Natick, MA) was used to
calculate the variables of interest – weight acceptance vertical ground reaction force, loading rate
and impulse – for each step with both the loadsol® and the force plate. Loading rate was defined
as the slope of the weight acceptance portion of the force-time curve [89], while impulse was
defined as the area under the force-time curve. Each variable was calculated for each step and then
averaged for a subject and a walking condition. For the purpose of this study, only the left foot
was analyzed as there should be no differences in validity between limbs.
A 2-way ANOVA (α=0.05) was used to detect any differences between age groups or
gender within each age group for demographic information or self-selected walking speeds. An
intraclass correlation coefficient, ICC(3,k) was calculated between the force plate and the loadsol®
for each variable of interest. The ICC values were categorized as follows: >0.75 is excellent, 0.600.74 is good, 0.40-0.59 is fair and less than 0.40 is poor [90]. Additionally, Bland-Altman plots
were generated for each variable of interest to investigate potential bias between the force plate
and loadsol® data. A paired t-test (α=0.05) was used to determine if the bias (the difference
between the force plate and loadsol®) was significant. A difference in walking speed exists
between age groups (p-values: flat=0.007, inclined=0.010 and declined=0.010). Therefore, an
ANCOVA (α=0.05) was used to detect age and gender-related differences in the peak ground
reaction force, loading rate and impulse while covarying for self-selected walking speed. All
statistics were calculated using SPSS (version 25, IBM Analytics, Armonk, NY).
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Results
Due to the nature of the fore-aft split treadmill, some of the older adult data was excluded
from analysis because the older adults did not have a long enough stride. Strides where both feet
were on the same force plate were not useable, thus eliminating trials with short strides. Of the 23
participants (69 total trials), 2 flat, 8 declined, and 4 inclined conditions were excluded for the
older adults. For the same reason, one younger adult’s declined condition was excluded from
analysis.
An interaction was present between gender and age group (p-value = 0.034) with the older
female being younger than the males (Female: 66.21 ± 5.29, Male: 71.00 ± 5.64) while there was
no gender difference in age for the younger group (Female: 22.89 ± 3.14, Male: 21.64 ± 2.62).
Gender had a significant impact on height and weight with men being taller (Male: 1.78 ± 0.07,
Female: 1.68 ± 0.05, p-value <0.001) and heavier (Male: 75.16 ± 9.47, Female: 67.79 ± 11.54, pvalue = 0.009). Self-selected walking speed in the flat, inclined and declined condition was
different between the older and younger groups, Table 4.1. The older adult walking speeds ranged
from 0.6-3.5 m/s in the flat condition, 0.5-3.5 m/s inclined and 0.4-3.9 m/s declined. Similarly, the
young adult walking speeds varied from 1.6-3.6 m/s flat, 1.4-3.4 m/s inclined and 1.3-4.3 declined.
The peak weight acceptance vGRF, loading rate and impulse normalized to body weight
(BW) for each condition along with the ICC results and standard error of the mean between the
loadsol® and force plate data are presented in Table 4.2. The ICC values for all variables for all
conditions were classified as excellent. The Bland-Altman plots indicated significant differences
between the force plate and loadsol® when reporting impulse in all conditions and loading rate
during the inclined condition, Figure 4.1. The loadsol® underestimated the loading rate in the
inclined condition, but overestimated the impulse in all conditions.
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Table 4.1. Demographics for the older and younger adults tested. * indicates a p-value<0.05

Age (years)
Height (m)
Weight (kg)
Flat Speed
(m/s)
Inclined Speed
(m/s)
Declined
Speed (m/s)

Interaction

Gender
p-value

Age
p-value

0.034*

0.206

0.000

0.906

0.000*

0.616

0.284

0.009*

0.924

0.98 ± 0.3
1.24 ± 0.25

0.950

0.832

0.007*

0.95 ± 0.34
1.15 ± 0.25

0.88 ± 0.31
1.16 ± 0.25

0.654

0.719

0.010*

1.03 ± 0.85
1.3 ± 0.35

0.88 ± 0.27
1.15 ± 0.3

0.910

0.128

0.010*

Male

Female

Older

71.00 ± 5.64

66.21 ± 5.29

Young

21.64 ± 2.62

22.89 ± 3.14

Older

1.78 ± 0.08

1.67 ± 0.06

Young

1.79 ± 0.08

1.68 ± 0.05

Older

77.32 ± 10.16

64.50 ± 10.10

Young

73.39 ± 8.95

67.80 ± 13.88

Older

0.96 ± 0.32
1.22 ± 0.27

Young
Older
Young
Older
Young

The loadsol® data displayed an interaction between age and gender for the impulse during
the inclined condition (p=0.012) and loading rate during the flat condition (p=0.038) where the
older males had a higher impulse and lower loading rate than young males, and older females had
a lower impulse and higher loading rate than the young females (inclined impulse p=0.012, flat
loading rate p=0.038), Table 4.3. The force plate data did not indicate any interactions between
gender and age group.
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Loading Rate
(BW/s)

Impulse (BW*s)

Peak Force (BW)

Table 4.2. Validation variables of interest for the force plate (FP) and loadsol® (LS) are presented
for the flat (0%), inclined (10%) and declined (-10%) conditions along with their 95% confidence
interval (95% CI), the standard error of the mean (SEM), the ICC and 95% confidence interval. *
indicates a statistical difference between the loadsol® and force plates.
FP
SEM [95% CI]
LS
SEM [95% CI]
Bias
Bias p-value
ICC [95% CI]
FP
SEM [95% CI]
LS
SEM [95% CI]
Bias
Bias p-value
ICC [95% CI]
FP
SEM [95% CI]
LS
SEM [95% CI]
Bias
Bias p-value
ICC [95% CI]

0%
1.14 ± 0.09
0.03 [1.08, 1.20]
1.13 ± 0.09
0.03 [1.07, 1.19]
0.08
0.932
0.88 [0.70, 0.95]
0.58 ± 0.09
0.03 [0.52, 0.63]
0.59 ± 0.11
0.03 [0.59, 0.66]
0.01
0.017*
0.96 [0.90, 0.98]
7.03 ± 2.25
0.65 [5.60, 8.46]
7.09 ± 2.14
0.62 [5.73, 8.45]
0.04
0.388
0.99 [0.97, 0.99]

-10%
1.31 ± 0.16
0.05 [1.21, 1.41]
1.28 ± 0.15
0.04 [1.18, 1.37]
0.07
0.281
0.94 [0.81, 0.98]
0.53 ± 0.06
0.02 [0.49, 0.57]
0.54 ± 0.08
0.02 [0.49, 0.60]
0.00
0.044*
0.93 [0.79, 0.98]
9.80 ± 3.43
1.00 [7.61, 11.98]
9.55 ± 2.86
0.83 [7.73, 11.37]
-0.19
0.814
0.95 [0.86, 0.99]

10%
1.07 ± 0.08
0.02 [1.01, 1.11]
1.08 ± 0.09
0.03 [1.02, 1.14]
0.08
0.807
0.90 [0.72, 0.96]
0.57 ± 0.08
0.02 [0.52, 0.62]
0.59 ± 0.12
0.03 [0.52, 0.67]
-0.01
0.046*
0.93 [0.80, 0.97]
6.44 ± 2.26
0.65 [5.00, 7.87]
6.80 ± 2.39
0.69 [5.28, 8.31]
0.30
0.030*
0.98 [0.94, 0.99]
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Figure 4.1. The Bland-Altman plots for the older adults’ variables of interest for the flat, declined
and inclined conditions. The difference is the loadsol® minus the force plate.
The loadsol® and force plate results indicated a significant difference in peak weight
acceptance force between age groups, Table 4.3. The force plate data indicated an age difference
in impulse during inclined walking and in loading rate for both flat and declined walking that the
loadsol® data did not reflect. Both the loadsol® and the force plate data indicates a significant age
effect for loading rate in the inclined condition. Gender had a significant effect in the loadsol®
inclined peak weight acceptance vGRF and flat impulse that the force plate data did not reflect.
The loadsol® and force plates agreed with the significant impact of gender for the declined
impulse. The force plate and loadsol® ANCOVA models have several differences where either
the loadsol® or force plate indicated significant effects, Table 4.4.
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Table 4.3. Results of the ANCOVA analysis for loadsol® (LS) and force plate (FP) data. The pvalues for the interaction (Inter.) between age and gender (Male: M, Female: F), and the main
effect of age and gender are listed. * indicates a significant difference (α=0.050).

Younger

p-values

Peak Force

Older

0.244

0.716

0.397

0.904

0.482

Age

0.002*

<0.001*

0.013*

0.002*

0.045*

<0.001*

Gender

0.298

0.170

0.686

0.656

0.381

0.037*

0.62
(0.08)
0.58
(0.05)

0.57
(0.10)
0.56
(0.05)

0.65
(0.10)
0.57
(0.05)

0.58
(0.11)
0.55
(0.04)

0.55
(0.06)
0.53
(0.05)

0.52
(0.06)
0.54
(0.07)

0.58
(0.08)
0.53
(0.04)

0.54
(0.08)
0.54
(0.06)

0.60
(0.07)
0.59
(0.04)

0.55
(0.07)
0.58
(0.07)

0.65
(0.11)
0.60
(0.05)

0.56
(0.07)
0.58
(0.06)

Inter.

0.295

0.138

0.054

0.050

0.098

0.012*

Age

0.094

0.748

0.151

0.948

0.041*

0.476

Gender

0.056

0.016*

0.039*

0.006*

0.053

0.012*

Older
Younger

p-values

Inclined (10%)
Force Plate
loadsol®
M
F
M
F
1.06
1.02
1.09
1.00
(0.09) (0.09) (0.07) (0.11)
1.06
1.04
0.98
0.95
(0.10) (0.06) (0.10) (0.08)

0.775

Younger

p-values

Impulse

Declined (-10%)
Force Plate
loadsol®
M
F
M
F
1.36
1.21
1.34
1.19
(0.15) (0.16) (0.14) (0.13)
1.32
1.22
1.23
1.16
(0.15) (0.12) (0.15) (0.13)

Inter.

Older

Loading Rate

Flat (0%)
Force Plate
loadsol®
M
F
M
F
1.11
1.11
1.13
1.03
(0.09) (0.10) (0.08) (0.11)
1.09
1.11
1.08
1.03
(0.10) (0.07) (0.10) (0.10)

6.15
(1.93)
6.33
(1.88)

6.05
(2.36)
6.52
(2.07)

6.32
(1.93)
6.10
(1.76)

6.10
(2.40)
6.71
(2.37)

10.61
(3.80)
9.76
(1.88)

8.03
(2.90)
8.10
(2.73)

10.06
(2.77)
10.16
(3.43)

8.26
(2.75)
8.65
(3.41)

5.44
(2.46)
5.79
(1.62)

5.51
(2.53)
6.10
(1.81)

6.11
(1.92)
5.48
(1.68)

5.73
(2.78)
5.79
(1.88)

Inter.

0.791

0.038*

0.843

0.812

0.398

0.990

Age

<0.001*

0.372

0.021*

0.314

0.030*

0.001*

Gender

0.865

0.013*

0.889

0.692

0.090

0.482

Table 4.4. Summary of the agreement of the force plate and loadsol® ANCOVA results with
both indicating agreement of a significant effect, neither indicating agreement of no significant
effect, LS indicating an effect for the loadsol® only and FP indicating an effect for the force
plate only.

Peak Force

Impulse

Loading Rate

Interaction
Age
Gender
Interaction
Age
Gender
Interaction
Age
Gender

Flat
(0%)

Declined
(-10%)

Inclined
(10%)

None
Both
None
None
None
LS
LS
FP
LS

None
Both
None
None
None
Both
None
FP
None

None
Both
LS
LS
FP
LS
None
Both
Both
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Discussion
The results of this study indicate that the loadsol® may be a device that enables more
diverse and accessible gait mechanics research and clinical interventions as it is a valid, less
expensive and mobile. The ICC values for peak ground reaction force, loading rate, and impulse
reported in this study were all greater than 0.845 indicating excellent agreement between the
loadsol® and traditional force plate technology. This supports our hypothesis that force data
collected in older adults at self-selected walking speeds with the loadsol® is valid. The older adults
had ICC values ranging from 0.88-0.99 which is similar to previous work which reported ICC
values ranging from 0.80-0.98 in young adults [105]. In addition to the high ICC values, the BlandAltman plots revealed relatively small biases with 90-95% of the data falling within the limits of
agreement.
The older adults generally had an increased vGRF and loading rate compared to the young
adults in this study. This agrees with a previously published study that investigated the vertical
ground reaction force and impulse in young (24.3±2.5) and older women (73.5±2.6) [114]. This
study found that older women had an increased vGRF (1.18 ± 0.06 BW) and loading rate
(19.88±2.28 BW/s) compared to the younger women (vGRF: 1.11 ± 0.04, LR: 16.86 ±3.12 BW/s)
[114]. It should be noted that Hamel et al. used a slightly different loading rate formula, the slope
between 10% and 90% of the weight acceptance peak, testing was overground, and had a faster
walking speed (1.35 m/s) than was used in this present study, which contributed to the much higher
loading rate values. The values of the vGRF reported in this present study agreed with the study
by Hamel et al. and Watt et al. who reported peak vGRF values of 1.12±0.11 BW in older adults
walking on a treadmill [52].
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The older adults had significant biases in impulse during the flat and declined conditions
and in loading rate during the inclined condition. The loadsol® underestimated the value for the
peak vertical ground reaction force but overestimated the impulse in the older adults. Interestingly,
the loadsol® overestimated the loading rate in the older adults inclined condition but
underestimated the loading rate in the young adult inclined condition. Shear forces may be
contributing to the biases that were observed in this study, as the loadsol® is only capable of
measuring the normal in-shoe ground reaction force [63, 105]. Shear forces exist in normal gait
mechanics and increase when a participant is walking on a sloped surface [116]. In addition to
shear forces, the loadsol® is recording the force between the foot and the shoe rather than between
the shoe and the ground. This difference in where force is recorded may result in an inherent bias
as the cushioning properties of shoes have been shown to alter force parameters such as the vGRF
and loading rate in walking [117].
The results indicate that using the loadsol® and force plates do not have complete
agreement in detecting age and gender differences. The loadsol® agreed with the force plate in
detecting age differences for all the peak force conditions, the impulse in the flat and declined
conditions and loading rate in the inclined condition compared to the force plates. Gender
differences were agreed upon for the peak force in the flat and declined conditions, declined
impulse and the declined and inclined loading rate. These results indicate that while the loadsol®
is a valid measurement of peak ground reaction force, loading rate, and impulse, it may not be able
to detect the same differences between groups as the force plates.
The primary limitation to this study was the use of a fore-aft split treadmill. The design of
this treadmill required participants to have a stride length that cleared the gap between the force
plates. In older adults who had short stride lengths where the heel of the leading foot does not clear
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the toes of the stance foot, the force plate data was not usable. This occurred in 14 of the 69 trials
(2 flat, 8 declined and 4 inclined trials). Additionally, there are known changes to gait mechanics
on a treadmill compared to overground walking [45, 48, 49, 51, 52]. However, the choice to use a
treadmill, rather than overground walking, was made to allow the capture of continuous strides at
a consistent speed as we know force metrics are dependent on walking speed [63, 105]. The
loadsol® has been determined to be valid in older adults, so future research investigating
continuous strides may not need to use an instrumented treadmill, the loadsol® could instead be
used to capture steps along a walkway or track.
The results of this study indicate that the loadsol® can be used to assess the peak force,
impulse and loading rate for older adults at a wide range of walking speeds and conditions, but
caution should be used when the loadsol® will be used to distinguish between populations. These
insoles can be used to assess force based variables in nontraditional research settings including
community centers, clinics and assisted living facilities. The loadsol® has the potential to monitor
recovery from injuries or surgeries during their daily activities in their homes as the equipment
required is easy to transport and less expensive than traditional lab-based equipment. The ability
to collect data in nontraditional settings has the potential to broaden the research questions
investigated, explore clinical applications and increase the generalizability of studies investigating
ground reaction forces.
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Chapter 5: Comparison of Gait Mechanics in Healthy Adults and Total Knee Arthroplasty
Patients
Abstract
Introduction: Despite physical therapy, TKA patients have been reported to have differences in
kinetic, kinematic and spatiotemporal parameters and there has been limited research examining
between-limb symmetry for patients’ post-TKA while walking. The purpose of this study was to
determine the differences in ground reaction force symmetry between TKA patients 12-24 months
post-op and age and gender-matched healthy controls during walking.
Methods: Seven unilateral TKA patients 12-24 months post-TKA and 7 age and gender-matched
healthy older adults completed 3 minute walking trials on a flat, inclined and declined treadmill at
a self-selected walking speed. Force data was collected with the loadsol® (100Hz) for each
condition and used to determine limb symmetry using the normalized symmetry index. A MannWhitney test was used to determine differences between the TKA and control participants as the
data was not normally distributed.
Results: TKA patients have decreased symmetry for several force metrics in the flat and inclined
conditions including the peak weight acceptance vGRF (Flat: TKA 10.87%, Healthy 4.07%;
Inclined: TKA 7.41%, Healthy 3.97%), peak propulsive vGRF (Flat: TKA 8.03%, Healthy 4.53%)
and impulse (Flat: TKA 11.20%, Healthy 5.10%; Inclined: TKA 10.44%, Healthy 5.51%).
Discussion: This study demonstrated that TKA patients 12-24 months post-op have significant
differences in several force based metrics. The results emphasize the need to investigate potential
interventions that would target these areas of difference, which may decrease the risk of
contralateral osteoarthritis progression. Specifically, the peak weight acceptance and propulsive
vGRF may be targets for rehabilitation as they are easily explained and modifiable. Before these
targets can be used, clinically meaningful symmetry cutoffs need to be identified.
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Introduction
It is estimated that 700,000 total knee arthroplasties (TKA) are completed each year in the
United States and is projected to continue increasing [118, 119]. TKA is a surgical procedure to
alleviate joint pain that is typically associated with severe knee osteoarthritis [120]. Following a
primary TKA, there is a 37% risk of requiring a contralateral TKA within 10 years [121]. It has
been hypothesized that this may be due to either pre-existing damage, or overloading of the
contralateral limb caused by the increased vertical ground reaction force and knee adduction
moment resulting from asymmetries in either loading patterns or muscle strength following
surgery, despite several months of physical therapy [122-124]. Because of this, the restoration of
gait symmetry is often a goal during physical therapy after joint replacements [38].
Despite physical therapy, TKA patients have been reported to have differences in peak
knee sagittal and frontal knee angles and range of motion (ROM), peak sagittal hip angle and
ROM, vertical ground reaction forces and spatiotemporal parameters [20, 125-130]. These studies
used a variety of research methods and control groups, but most of the studies used 5 or fewer
steps per limb when assessing these outcomes. With respect to the control utilized, some of the
researchers used the non-surgical limb as the control, while others used an age-matched healthy
control population. There is a need to investigate force based metrics including vGRF peaks,
impulse and loading rate for TKA patients and an age and gender-matched control population, as
both age and gender have been shown to impact gait kinematics [131].
Additionally, there is limited research reporting between-limb symmetry for healthy older
adults or patients’ post-TKA during walking despite the fact that asymmetry is hypothesized to be
a contributing factor to the number of contralateral TKA procedures [24, 132-134]. Studies
investigating TKA populations have reported weight acceptance vertical ground reaction force
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symmetry ratio (0.93, 26 weeks post-TKA) [24] and an absolute symmetry index (5.61%, 4-96
months post-TKA) [133], loading rate absolute symmetry index (14.76%, 4-96 months postTKA[133], and the symmetry angle for the vertical ground reaction force (0.8, 13-38 months postTKA) [132] and loading rate (1.2, 13-38 months post-TKA) [132]. Due to the wide post-operative
time range recruited in previous studies and the use of different symmetry indices, there is not a
good understanding of symmetry in the TKA population.
Several symmetry metrics exist and are used almost interchangeably throughout the
literature [132, 133]. The formulas currently used have limitations that could potentially impact
this research including excessively large symmetry index values as the denominator approaches
zero, saturation at maximum values and clinical applicability. These limitations typically occur in
frontal plane mechanics, in metrics that may result in small denominators, or when one limb is
moving in the positive direction while the other limb moves in the negative direction. To combat
these limitations, a normalized symmetry index has recently been developed and could contribute
to this body of literature [135]. Symmetry indices can be calculated on a stride by stride basis and
then averaged, or the outcomes for a given limb can be averaged across trials and then symmetry
can be calculated based on the limb averages. When considering a task like walking it is important
to calculate the symmetry index for each stride as there is stride-to-stride variability during walking
[45]. A second limitation to the current literature is the postoperative time ranges in the studies
and the variables considered. Studies have typically recruited patients from a variety of stages of
healing, with one study including patients that are 4-96 months post-TKA [24, 132, 133] — having
such large ranges of time since surgery may be obscuring significant differences between the
surgical and nonsurgical limbs. Finally, the previous studies only considered a few gait mechanics
variables and often did not include loading rate, impulse or angular measures. It is important to
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have a broader understanding of symmetry in kinematic and force based measures as it provides a
more complete picture of how TKA patients move. These symmetry metrics may also be indicative
of compensatory mechanisms which may be good intervention targets.
Therefore, the purpose of this study is to determine the differences in force based side-toside symmetry between TKA patients 12-24 months post-op and age and gender-matched healthy
controls. This research was completed with the aim to identify potential targets for intervention
that may decrease the risk of damage to the contralateral limb. A variable may be a potential target
for intervention if there is a significant difference between TKA patients and healthy control
participants, and if a patient could understand and manipulate the variable.
Methods
A power analysis indicated that 15 participants were needed in each group, but due to
location limitations, this study recruited 7 unilateral TKA patients 12-24 months post-TKA (18.1
± 4.4 months post-TKA), and 7 age and gender-matched healthy older adults. TKA participants
were excluded if they were unable to walk unassisted, had a recent history of lower extremity
injury in the last 12 months or a history of major lower extremity injury/surgery to any lower
extremity joint other than the replaced knee. Healthy older adults were excluded if they were
unable to walk unassisted, had a history of lower extremity injury in the last 12 months or a history
of major lower extremity injury or surgery to any lower extremity joint. All participants had
previous experience walking on a treadmill and signed an Institutional Review Board approved
consent form prior to study initiation.
All study participants were fitted with a pair of loadsol® insoles (Novel Electronics, St.
Paul, MN), a pair of neutral running shoes (Air Pegasus, Nike Inc., Beaverton, OR) and tight fitting
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shorts and shirt provided by the lab before having their age, height and weight recorded.
Participants selected a comfortable speed on a flat, inclined (10% grade) and declined (-10% grade)
instrumented treadmill (Compact Tandem Force-Sensing Treadmill, Model: DBCEEWI, AMTI,
Watertown, MA) using a previously described protocol [115]. Following speed selection, the
participants completed the KOOS Jr. (Appendix A: KOOS Jr. Questionnaire) and UCLA
activity score (Appendix B: UCLA Activity Scale). The KOOS Jr. was scored and translated to
the interval score according to the clinical instructions where a score of 100 indicates perfect knee
health and a score of 0 indicates total knee disability and has been shown to be a valid measure in
TKA patients [136]. The UCLA activity score ranges from 1-10 with a score of 1 indicating that
the individual is wholly inactive and a 10 indicating that the individual regularly participates in
impact sports such as tennis [137, 138]. The loadsol® were calibrated using a previously described
protocol [87, 105].
The participants were asked to complete a 3 minute walking trial for the flat, inclined (10%)
and declined (-10%) condition. The order was randomized for each participant prior to the
beginning of the session using a random series generator. The loadsol® data was collected for the
middle 2 minutes of each trial to ensure the steps used were not impacted by speeding up or slowing
down. The force data was exported from the loadsol® app to text files and was not filtered [105].
Matlab (Mathworks, Natick, MA) was used to calculate the variables of interest for each step
including peak weight acceptance and propulsive vertical ground reaction force, loading rate and
impulse. For all of the trials, the force based variables of interest were normalized to body weight
(BW). Additionally, a stride based limb symmetry index was calculated for each variable of
interest – peak weight acceptance vGRF, peak propulsive vGRF, loading rate and impulse. Limb
symmetry was calculated using the normalized symmetry index (NSI) for the TKA population.
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𝑁𝑆𝐼 = |

𝑆𝑢𝑟𝑔𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑙 − 𝑁𝑜𝑛𝑆𝑢𝑟𝑔𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑙
| 𝑥100%
2 ∗ max(|𝑆𝑢𝑟𝑔𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑙|, |𝑁𝑜𝑛𝑆𝑢𝑟𝑔𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑙|)

For the healthy control group, the formula is the same, but the non-dominant limb is analogous to
the surgical limb, and the dominant limb is analogous to the non-surgical limb. The normalized
symmetry index was chosen as it addresses the problems that occur when limbs are moving in
opposite directions or have a large discrepancy in the values and is bound from 0% to 100% with
0% indicating perfect symmetry [135]. The NSI variables of interest were then averaged across all
strides for each participant.
A t-test was used to detect any differences in demographic information between groups.
The NSI was a ratio and was, therefore, non-normally distributed indicating that a Mann-Whitney
test should be used to determine differences in between the healthy older adults and TKA
populations (α=0.05) for each variable. The Cohen’s d effect size was calculated for each
comparison, and the classification scheme of an effect size of 0.8 or higher is large, 0.5 to 0.8 is
medium, and 0.2 to 0.5 is small will be used [139].
Results
The TKA participants and healthy peers had similar ages and heights (p-values: 0.654 and
0.747 respectively), but the TKA participants had increased weight (TKA: 89.88 ± 12.29, Control:
72.49 ± 8.73, p-value 0.010) and BMI (TKA: 31.28 ± 5.29, Control: 25.60 ± 3.74, p-value).
Additionally, there were no differences in walking speeds for the flat, declined or inclined
conditions (p-values: 1.000, 0.891, and 0.928 respectively). With regards to the surveys, the UCLA
activity score was approximately the same for both groups (TKA: 7.29 ± 1.98, Control: 7.17 ±
1.22, p-value 0.873), but the TKA group had a significantly lower KOOS Jr. score (TKA: 76.03 ±
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13.80, Control: 91.70 ± 9.95, p-value 0.031) indicating that the control group had healthier knees
than the TKA group, Table 5.1.
The mean, standard deviation, and normalized symmetry index for the weight acceptance
peak ground reaction force, propulsion peak ground reaction force, impulse and loading rate are
presented in Table 5.2. TKA patients had significantly higher NSI for the weight acceptance
ground reaction force in the flat condition (TKA: 10.87 ± 6.55, Control: 4.05 ± 1.17), impulse in
the flat (TKA: 11.20 ± 5.17, Control: 5.10 ± 0.92) and inclined condition (TKA: 10.44 ± 5.6,
Control: 5.51 ± 1.09). In the angular normalized limb symmetry data, the TKA group had a higher
sagittal plane knee range of motion NSI in the flat (TKA: 11.20 ± 4.63, Control: 7.06 ± 2.40) and
inclined conditions (TKA: 21.55 ± 15.80, Control: 9.01 ± 1.69). Most of the force based variables
had large effects sizes, except for the declined loading rate had a medium effect size (0.79), and
inclined loading rate had a small effect size (0.23), Table 5.2.
Table 5.1. Demographics for the TKA and control participants tested. * indicates significant pvalue (α≤0.05)
Age
Height (m)
Weight (kg)
BMI
Flat Speed (m/s)
Inclined Speed (m/s)
Declined Speed (m/s)
KOOS Jr. Score
UCLA Activity

TKA
65.14 ± 13.15
1.70 ± 0.07
89.88 ± 12.29
31.28 ± 5.29
0.85 ± 0.41
0.77 ± 0.31
0.82 ± 0.31
76.03 ± 13.80
7.29 ± 1.98

Control
67.71 ± 6.80
1.69 ± 0.08
72.49 ± 8.73
25.60 ± 3.74
0.85 ± 0.22
0.79 ± 0.20
0.80 ± 0.30
91.70 ± 9.95
7.14 ± 1.22

p-value
0.654
0.747
0.010*
0.039*
1.00
0.928
0.891
0.031*
0.873
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Table 5.2. Force variable metrics are presented for the flat (F), declined (D), and inclined (I)
conditions. * indicates that there is a statistical difference between the TKA and control group for
the normalized symmetry index (NSI).

TKA
F
Control
Weight
TKA
Acceptance
D
vGRF
Control
(BW)
TKA
I
Control
TKA
F
Control
Propulsive
TKA
D
vGRF
Control
(BW)
TKA
I
Control
TKA
F
Control
TKA
Impulse
D
(BW*s)
Control
TKA
I
Control
TKA
F
Control
Loading
TKA
D
Rate
Control
(BWs-1)
TKA
I
Control

NonSurgical/
Dominant
1.08 ± 0.16
1.04 ± 0.08
1.16 ± 0.25
1.16 ± 0.21
1.00 ± 0.12
0.98 ± 0.09
1.04 ± 0.08
0.99 ± 0.07
0.97 ± 0.09
0.94 ± 0.05
1.04 ± 0.09
0.97 ± 0.08
0.62 ± 0.11
0.61 ± 0.06
0.61 ± 0.09
0.55 ± 0.05
0.65 ± 0.07
0.59 ± 0.05
8.12 ± 4.17
7.17 ± 2.29
8.76 ± 5.14
8.96 ± 3.56
6.08 ± 2.78
6.17 ± 1.26

Surgical/
Nondominant
1.04 ± 0.08
1.03 ± 0.06
1.10 ± 0.08
1.13 ± 0.18
0.99 ± 0.08
0.97 ± 0.07
1.01 ± 0.04
1.00 ± 0.07
0.96 ± 0.07
0.95 ± 0.05
1.00 ± 0.05
1.00 ± 0.09
0.60 ± 0.12
0.60 ± 0.06
0.60 ± 0.13
0.55 ± 0.04
0.63 ± 0.07
0.60 ± 0.06
8.12 ± 3.77
6.90 ± 1.9
9.50 ± 4.19
8.71 ± 2.58
6.83 ± 2.71
6.14 ± 1.28

NSI
10.87 ± 6.55
4.05 ± 1.17
13.2 ± 13.99
4.74 ± 1.76
7.41 ± 3.66
3.97 ± 1.23
8.03 ± 3.02
4.53 ± 2.13
7.53 ± 3.24
4.96 ± 2.05
7.22 ± 3.17
4.79 ± 2.89
11.20 ± 5.17
5.10 ± 0.92
13.61 ± 12.36
6.32 ± 2.28
10.44 ± 5.6
5.51 ± 1.09
24.40 ± 9.59
17.83 ± 3.41
27.78 ± 10.4
21.45 ± 4.57
21.13 ± 10.21
19.21 ± 6.41

p-value

Effect
Size

0.004*

1.45

0.073

0.85

0.038*

1.26

0.038*

1.34

0.138

0.95

0.053

0.8

0.017*

1.64

0.101

0.82

0.017*

1.22

0.318

0.91

0.445

0.79

1.000

0.23

Discussion
This study is one of the most comprehensive reports of force based gait mechanics and
side-to-side symmetry in patients with TKA. The results indicate that significant differences in
symmetry in both loading mechanics and joint angles are present 12-24 months post-TKA.
This study did not identify any differences in preferred walking speed between the TKA
and health older adult groups despite previous literature indicating TKA patients typically have
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decreased walking speed [17, 22, 140-144]. We hypothesize that the similar walking speeds are
due to the similarity in the level of activity between the TKA and healthy older adults (UCLA:
TKA: 7.29 ± 1.98, Healthy: 7.14 ± 1.22) and the relatively high KOOS Jr. Scores (TKA: 76.03 ±
13.80, Healthy: 91.70 ± 9.95) indicating that participants regularly participate in active events and
have good knee health. Additionally, the inclusion criteria of this study required all participants to
have previous experience walking on a treadmill and to be capable of walking for 10 minutes
unassisted. These criteria meant that the TKA participants were high functioning and were not
representative of the majority of patients post-TKA.
Previous work by Christensen et al. reported weight acceptance vertical ground reaction
force for flat walking in TKA and healthy controls, 0.93±0.02 for both groups, which increased to
1.04±0.03 in TKA and 1.21±0.03 in healthy controls during declined walking. These results are
similar to the results reported in this study for both the TKA and healthy older adults [14].
Christensen et al. also reported impulse values for the flat and declined walking in the TKA group
(Flat: 0.57±0.01, Declined: 0.51±0.01) and healthy older adults (Flat: 0.57±0.01, Declined:
0.55±0.02) which is slightly lower than the impulse reported in this study. We hypothesize that
these differences could be due to waking speed differences as the previous study used 1.0 m/s for
the flat condition and 0.8 m/s for the declined condition, while we used preferred walking speed.
Additionally, in the declined conditions we used a -10% grade slope (5.74o) while Christensen et
al. used a -10o slope which could have a significant impact on loading parameters [14]. Milner
reported ground reaction force and loading rate values for the surgical (Ground reaction force:
1.07±0.09, Loading rate: 6.04±2.09) and nonsurgical limbs (Ground reaction force: 1.09±0.07,
Loading rate: 6.9±1.78) of a TKA population that supports the findings of this study [132].
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In this study, the TKA group had decreased peak weight acceptance and propulsive vertical
ground reaction force and impulse. The surgical limb had decreased force and impulse, indicating
that an intervention focusing on these metrics may be useful, as asymmetry has been linked to
increased fall risk, abnormal contralateral joint loading, and decreased functional performance [25]. When developing interventions, it is important to consider how the patients will be able to
interact with the target variable, making sure it is something that the patient can understand and
alter. In this case, the vertical ground reaction force metrics would be easier for patients to
understand and alter during an intervention. Therefore, side-to-side symmetry in weight
acceptance or propulsive vertical ground reaction force may be areas to target in a rehabilitation
program and could potentially benefit from the development of a clinically accessible biofeedback
program.
The side-to-side symmetry metrics presented in this study used a novel formula [135]. This
formula has been created to address the limitations of the currently published formulas such as the
ratio index [27], gait asymmetry index [145], symmetry index [40] and the symmetry angle [146].
These metrics have been previously published and used to assess gait mechanics. However, each
of these measures is a ratio between the limbs and many of them lack an upper bound. The lack of
an upper bound can lead to difficulties in interpreting the symmetry index result. The normalized
symmetry index, used in the present study, addresses these limitations by creating a symmetry
index that is bound from 0% to 100 % (or -100%) [135].
There are several potential limitations to this study. The participants completed the walking
trials on an instrumented treadmill, and it is well known that gait mechanics differ between
overground and treadmill walking [48, 49, 51, 52]. We utilized the treadmill because it allowed
for the capture of continuous strides for two minutes at a steady speed. A second limitation is the
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smaller effect sizes for loading rate (declined: 0.79 and inclined: 0.23). A post-hoc power analysis
indicated 22 participants were required for each group to detect a difference in inclined loading.
In order to better understand the difference between TKA patients and their healthy peers in varus,
valgus, declined knee flexion and ROM and inclined loading rate, a larger sample size is necessary.
This work provides a foundation for understanding differences in force and lower extremity
angular metrics during gait between older adults with a knee replacement and their healthy peers.
Future work should recruit larger groups with a gender split to investigate potential gender effects
on symmetry. Additionally, there is a need to determine normative ranges for force and angular
data in older adult populations in order to develop the goals to use when completing therapy that
targets symmetry restoration. A 10% symmetry cutoff was proposed by Robinson et al. [147] and
has been used throughout the literature with only a few studies investigating the appropriateness
of this cutoff [38]. This cutoff has been applied to the TKA population; Stacoff suggested a cutoff
of 5% for peak vGRF and 15% for loading rate [133], while others have continued to use 10% [3840].
Thus far, there has not been a rigorous investigation into the appropriateness of the current
symmetry cutoffs, how the cutoffs may correlate to patient outcomes, or if the cutoffs are
dependent on the variable assessed and the accuracy of the measure [133].Therefore, it is important
to investigate what symmetry levels for each variable of interest (vertical ground reaction force,
impulse, etc.) in pathologic populations correspond to better patient outcomes, which will allow
for more focused interventions with meaningful targets.
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Conclusion
This study demonstrated significant differences in side-to-side symmetry between patients
post-TKA and their healthy age and gender-matched peers. Specifically, TKA patients had
decreased symmetry in their peak weight acceptance and propulsive vertical ground reaction force
and impulse in several of the walking conditions. In each case, the TKA patients had increased
vertical ground reaction force and impulse in the non-surgical limb compared to the surgical limb.
These findings may indicate specific areas to target during rehabilitation including weight
acceptance GRF, propulsive GRF, and impulse during flat and declined walking. Future work
should include a larger sample size and develop normative symmetry values for both force and
angle based metrics in older adults.
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Chapter 6: Improving Gait Symmetry using a Commercially Available Biofeedback: A Case
Series
Abstract
Introduction: Asymmetry in walking mechanics has been linked to increased fall and injury risk.
Biofeedback interventions have recently been used to improve symmetry, but there has not been a
clinically accessible biofeedback system which targets vertical ground reaction force during
walking. Therefore, the purpose of this case report was to investigate the potential use of a
commercially available biofeedback system to improve limb symmetry during walking.
Methods: Four adults with a peak load symmetry less than 90% were recruited to walk on a
treadmill at self-selected speeds for three trials – a 3-minute pre-intervention assessment trial, a
10-minute biofeedback intervention focused on the peak vertical ground reaction force and a 3minute post-intervention assessment trial. Force data was recorded during the pre- and postintervention trials with the loadsol® (100 Hz) to assess differences in load symmetry between the
two time points. Given the small sample, no statistical comparisons were completed; instead
descriptive results will be reported.
Results: All participants demonstrated an acute improvement in load symmetry for either the
weight acceptance or propulsive peak. The improvement in symmetry ranged from 2.47-13.40%,
with two participants crossing the 10% symmetry threshold. Participant 1 had a smaller
improvement (2.47%), but also improved impulse and loading rate symmetry.
Discussion: This study indicates that loadsol® based biofeedback may be a viable option to
translate force based biofeedback to clinical and non-traditional settings. Future research is needed
to examine the impact of biofeedback gait training in larger, clinical populations and to determine
the ability of such a training program to improve symmetry, reducing injury risk and the potential
of over-loading a limb.
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Introduction
Walking is a fundamental task that is correlated with independent living, quality of life and
community participation [1]. Gait mechanics during walking have also been used as an overall
indicator of the health of an individual [1, 21]. Many diseases and injuries can have a significant
impact on gait mechanics including, but not limited to, osteoarthritis, joint replacements, multiple
sclerosis and stroke [1, 17-22]. Gait symmetry is frequently a clinical goal, as decreased symmetry
have been correlated with an increased risk of falling, abnormal joint loading and decreased
functional performance [2-5]. The symmetry ratio index has been used to assess symmetry in a
wide range of patient populations and is calculated by dividing the surgical limb by the nonsurgical limb and multiplying by 100% [24, 38, 148].
Clinicians use many tests to assess gait including the dynamic gait index, timed up and go
and the 6-minute walking test [149-151]. Currently, clinicians use a variety of techniques and tools
to provide feedback on movement mechanics including verbal feedback, tactile feedback manual
locomotor training, robotic locomotor training, electrical stimulation and others [149-152]. These
systems require the direct assistance of a physical therapist and do not assess loading mechanics.
Patients and clinicians could benefit from the development of a biofeedback system that can be
used with minimal supervision.
Recently, visual biofeedback interventions have been used to assist in gait retraining in
stroke and in total knee replacement populations [10, 13, 14, 42, 154]. These studies have targeted
trunk lean [154], step length [42], peak vertical ground reaction force [10, 13], and the knee
extension moment [13, 14]. The equipment that is used in these studies is not feasible for many
physical therapy clinics as they are large, expensive, and typically immobile and require trained
personnel. Despite this, biofeedback could be a positive addition to rehabilitation. When
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considering future clinical applications of biofeedback-based interventions, it is important to
consider what technology is accessible and feasible to use in clinical settings as well as the clinical
importance of the target variable. There are known differences in the peak weight acceptance and
propulsive vertical ground reaction force symmetry in clinical populations [20, 21, 24, 28, 155].
Additionally, force is a parameter that is easily explained to patients and easier to alter than some
other metrics that have been utilized in biofeedback interventions [13, 156]. Vertical ground
reaction force may, therefore, be a potential target variable for biofeedback interventions.
For these reasons, the purpose of this case series was to investigate the usability of a
commercially available biofeedback system (loadsol®, Novel Electronics, St. Paul, MN) to acutely
improve limb symmetry in adults with less than a 90% load symmetry. We hypothesize that using
the loadsol® biofeedback system, which targets vertical ground reaction force, will result in an
increase in symmetry in a single visit in adults with a symmetry of less than 90%.
Methods
This case series included 4 participants (2 male and 2 female) with a vertical ground
reaction force symmetry less than 90% in either the weight acceptance or propulsive loading peak.
Participants were excluded if they had a history of lower extremity injury or surgery in the last 12
months, or were unable to walk unassisted for 10 minutes. All participants had previous experience
walking on a treadmill, and signed an Institutional Review Board approved consent form prior to
study initiation. The study was completed in a location that was convenient for the participants,
had access to a treadmill, and was neither in a clinic nor a research setting.
Participants were fitted with a pair of loadsol® insoles in their own walking shoes. Varying
footwear should not impact the results of this study, as this study is a within-subject design. The
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height, weight, and age of each participant were recorded prior to the selection of a comfortable
walking speed on a treadmill using a previously described protocol [115]. The selected walking
speed was used for all walking trails. The participant then completed a 3-minute walking trial at
their self-selected speed. Force data was collected with the loadsol® (100 Hz) using an iPad (Apple
Inc., Cupertino, CA). All data was collected during the middle two minutes of the trial to ensure
that the data was collected while the participant was walking at a steady speed.
The participant was then introduced to the biofeedback display and was allowed 10 minutes
to interact with it as an accommodation period. The display showed a graph with the vertical
ground reaction force updated in real-time for both the left and right foot. The force traces were
color coordinated with the left foot having a blue line, and the right foot has a red line, Figure 6.1.
Upper and lower limits were set to 97-113% of body weight; this was the target range for the
biofeedback intervention and was represented by two horizontal dashed lines. This range was
selected as a peak vGRF of 1.05±0.04 BW has been reported in healthy adults. The time interval
displayed during the biofeedback was 4 seconds. The participants were encouraged to experiment
during the acclimation period, shifting their weight from side-to-side and taking a few steps
overground before experimenting with the biofeedback on the treadmill (Sole Fitness F63, Dyaco,
Niagara Falls, Ontario, Canada). All participants were encouraged to ask clarifying questions
concerning the display. After this acclimation period, all participants rested for 5 minutes and
completed a UCLA activity survey.
The biofeedback display was on an iPad that was fixed to the front of the treadmill for the
duration of the biofeedback intervention. Participants then walked at their preferred, self-selected
walking speed for 10 minutes with the instructions to make the peaks of the force traces stay in the
target zone. Participants were encouraged to ask any questions regarding the task or display prior
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to the beginning of the biofeedback walking trial. Participants were given no indication of their
‘success’ at the task.

Figure 6.1. Representative biofeedback display.
Participants then rested for 5 minutes and completed three Likert scale questions
(Appendix C: Likert Surveys for Biofeedback). The question prompts were: how difficult was
the task (0 is not at all difficult, and 10 is very difficult), how awkward was the task (0 is not at all
awkward and 10 is very awkward) and how successful were you at the task (0 is not at all successful
and 10 is very successful). Following this rest period, participants completed another 3-minute
walking trial at their preferred walking speed without the biofeedback and with no additional
instructions. Force data was collected during the middle two minutes.
Force data was exported from the loadsol® application and was not filtered. The decision
to not filter the loadsol® data is based on previous work that indicated no significant changes in
peak force, loading rate or impulse when the data was filtered with a 10 Hz Butterworth filter
[105]. Matlab (Mathworks, Natick, MA) was used to determine the peak load, loading rate, and
impulse and the symmetry of these measures. The definition of loading rate used for this analysis
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was the slope of the weight acceptance portion of the vGRF curve [89], and impulse was the area
under the force-time curve. The variables of interest were calculated for each step in a trial and
then averaged. Symmetry was calculated as the ratio of the dominant and non-dominant limbs for
the variables of interest – peak weight acceptance force, peak propulsive force, impulse, and
loading rate. The weight acceptance and propulsive vertical ground reaction force peak symmetry
will, impulse and loading rate will be compared before and after the intervention by calculating
the difference in symmetry.
Results
The four participants (2 male and 2 female, ages 25-55, walking speeds 0.94-1.43 m/s) all
regularly participated in moderate to strenuous activities (UCLA 6-7), Table 6.1. Despite the level
of activity, each participant exhibited a symmetry of 90% or less during self-selected speed
walking, Table 6.2. The participants all had an immediate positive response to the biofeedback
intervention. Participants 1 and 2 had less than 90% symmetry in the peak weight acceptance force,
while participants 3 and 4 had asymmetric propulsive peaks. All participants had improved
symmetry in either the weight acceptance force peak (participants 1: 2.47% and 2: 2.76%) or the
propulsive force peak (participants 3: 10.14% and 4: 13.40%), Table 6.2. With regards to the
question “How difficult was the task,” participants indicated the task was relatively easy to
complete. The self-perceived awkwardness and successfulness of the task varied between
participants.
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Table 6.1. Demographic and survey information
Participant
Gender
Age
Height (m)
Weight (kg)
Speed (m/s)
UCLA
Task Difficulty
Task Awkwardness
Success at Task

1
Male
25
1.76
85.93
0.94
6
1
6
3

2
Female
28
1.82
86.54
1.25
7
0
0
10

3
Male
36
1.83
103.16
0.85
7
1
1
3

4
Female
55
1.77
69.93
1.43
7
2
7
5

Table 6.2. Symmetry variables during the pre- and post-intervention tests where 0% is perfectly
symmetrical.
Weight Acceptance vGRF

Propulsive vGRF

Impulse

Loading Rate

Pre
Post
Diff
Pre
Post
Diff
Pre
Post
Diff
Pre
Post
Diff

1
87.31
89.78
-2.47
95.9
94.24
1.66
86.71
96.92
-10.21
70.57
88.06
-17.49

2
88.82
91.58
-2.76
89.94
90.12
-0.18
97.14
97.86
-0.72
91.68
92.6
-0.92

3
97.64
90.10
7.54
86.21
96.35
-10.14
94.91
97.42
-2.51
92.38
89.01
3.37

4
96.06
94.68
1.38
75.03
88.43
-13.4
95.86
96.8
-0.94
91.75
94.86
-3.11

Discussion
The results of this study indicate that a commercially available biofeedback display is
capable of improving acute load symmetry in a single 10-minute intervention session. This case
report is a pilot study aimed at using a force-based biofeedback intervention during walking in a
nontraditional setting.
In all four participants, the symmetry in either the weight acceptance (participants 1 and 2)
or the propulsive (participants 3 and 4) peak vGRF was improved. For participants 2, and 3 this
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intervention resulted in moving across the 10% threshold and were considered symmetric
according to both the peak weight acceptance and propulsive force. Participant 1 improved his
weight acceptance symmetry to 89.78% and improved his loading rate and impulse symmetry by
17.49% and 10.21% respectively. Participant 4 improved her propulsive force symmetry by
13.40% which is the largest improvement for this single, 10-minute biofeedback intervention.
Overall, in these 4 participants, the biofeedback improved gait symmetry in a single session.
There are several limitations to this study. The primary limitation to this system the
inability to customize features of the biofeedback display, with the only customizable features
being the target zone and color of the graphed lines. We propose that future biofeedback systems
provide an option to toggle between a ‘clinician’ screen and ‘participant’ screen with the ability to
select features to include. The participant screen could reduce the information presented at the top
of the display to make the graph easier to read. Additionally, participants could benefit from the
ability to change the thickness of the force lines and shade in the goal region.
The use of the loadsol® as a biofeedback system in the clinic could allow for real-time
biofeedback training during rehabilitation. Future research needs to complete a single session study
on a larger population with less symmetry to determine what the immediate changes are to gait
mechanics. Additionally, the loadsol® biofeedback system needs to be tested to determine if it is
capable of improving symmetry over a series of sessions and if that improvement in symmetry is
retained after the intervention is completed. The loadsol® is a more affordable option for force
based biofeedback, but clinical accessibility and potential uses of the system in pathological
populations must be assessed.
Conclusion
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This study explored the potential uses of a commercially available biofeedback system in
adults with a symmetry of less than 90%. The results of this case report indicate that the loadsol®
biofeedback program is capable of improving symmetry in peak load during a single visit
indicating that the loadsol® may be a viable option to translate biofeedback to clinical settings.
Future research is needed to examine the impact of biofeedback gait training in larger populations
and in clinical settings.
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Chapter 7: Research Summary and Future Directions
This work has demonstrated the loadsol® to be a valid and reliable device to capture the
normal in-shoe ground reaction force during waking at both predetermined and self-selected
walking speeds in healthy young and older adults, Chapters 3-4. These studies included a wide
range of walking speeds, 0.9 m/s to 4.2 m/s, during flat, inclined and declined conditions. The
results of these chapters indicate that the loadsol® can be used to record force based parameters in
clinical and real-world situations with confidence. The loadsol® is much less expensive than
embedded force plates, an instrumented treadmill or even other in-shoe systems like the pedarX®, and is much smaller. The features of the loadsol® make it a potential candidate for clinical
use. As one of the potential clinical applications of the loadsol® is to monitor symmetry, the next
step was to use the loadsol® to detect a symmetry difference between a patient population and
their healthy peers.
Side-to-side symmetry in a population of TKA patients 12-24 months post-TKA was
compared to age and gender matched healthy peers using the loadsol®, Chapter 5. The TKA
patients exhibited a significantly lower side-to-side symmetry compared to healthy age and gender
matched participants. The loadsol® detected asymmetry in the weight acceptance GRF, propulsive
GRF and impulse in TKA patients 12-24 months post-op, which was significantly greater than the
asymmetry present in healthy peers. This study demonstrated that the loadsol® is capable of
detecting symmetry differences between a patient population and healthy peers. In the future, this
can be completed in a non-traditional research setting including the clinics. Additionally, the
asymmetries detected in this study could be considered for future intervention targets. Specifically,
the peak weight acceptance and propulsive GRF forces as they are easier than to understand and
manipulate compared to impulse.
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Finally, this work considered the use of the loadsol® biofeedback system to improve
symmetry in a single session, Chapter 6. This work was an exploration of the loadsol®
biofeedback program and one potential use of the program. The case series was completed with
four adults who had a weight acceptance or propulsive vertical ground reaction force peak
symmetry less than 90%. A 10 minute session with the biofeedback improved the symmetry of all
four participants 10 minutes after the biofeedback session ended. This is an indication that the
loadsol® may be a good option to explore biofeedback in a patient population with asymmetric
gait including joint replacement or stroke patients.
The loadsol® has been validated in running, hopping and jumping [87, 93, 105], and as
such it has applications beyond walking. The loadsol® could be used to investigate asymmetry in
other tasks such as stair climbing, squatting, running, hopping and landing. Many of these tasks
are focused on in rehabilitation after an injury or surgery. The biofeedback program could be used
to provide real-time feedback in many of these tasks. For example, single limb hopping is a task
that patients commonly work on in physical therapy after an ACL reconstruction. Traditionally,
the focus is on hop distance and landing mechanics that the therapist evaluates either by sight [157,
158]. The loadsol® could be a valuable addition to the traditional practice by providing a
quantitative measure of how the patient is landing. Another common exercise for patients after an
ACL reconstruction is squatting; the loadsol® biofeedback program could be used to encourage
patients to maintain an equal distribution of weight while squatting. These are just some of the
potential ways the loadsol® could be incorporated into clinical practice; there are many more
patient populations that could benefit from the use of the loadsol®.
Patients are not the only population who could benefit from the loadsol® being introduced
to clinical practice. Research institutions who have relationships with clinics could collect force
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based data in the clinics. Due to the mobile nature of the loadsol® it would be simple for a research
group to bring everything that is needed for data collection to a clinic. This would allow researchers
to collect data on larger populations and follow patients through their rehabilitation. Because the
research team would be meeting with the patients in the same location as their physicians or
physical therapists, there is the potential to reduce the number of participants who are lost to
follow-up.
Give the many potential applications of the loadsol® biofeedback program; the display
should be optimized for several different goals. The biofeedback display could be split into a
clinician view and a patient view, where the clinician view would list all of the customizable
features including the target zone by percent body weight (% BW), the variable of interest, and
potential graph options, Figure 7.1. In this mock design of the provider view, four tasks are
suggested – real-time force, down sampled force, peak weight acceptance force and loading rate.
The real-time and down sampled force options could be either a line graph, Figure 7.2, or a bar
graph, Figure 7.3. The real-time line graph display could be used for tasks like walking and
running; the number of strides shown can be changed by the time interval. For slower tasks like
sit-to-stand and squatting, the option to down sample the data and use the bar graph may be helpful
to reduce the refresh rate of the display. Finally, if variables such as peak force or loading rate are
of interest, a line graph showing the calculated values for the 5-10 previous strides would be
helpful, Figure 7.4. It should be noted that several of the options I have discussed are included in
Novel’s interface, but this is a more accessible way to display the features and adds new features
and options. Novel includes the option to change the color of the graphs, the time interval, and the
upper and lower targets. The new features suggested are the option to plot variables other than the
real-time force display, shading the target region, switching between the bar and line graph without
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changing the orientation of the iPad, and the concept of separating the clinician and patient view.
There is a lot of work still required to determine if biofeedback can be used in clinical settings to
alter symmetry. But, before a larger study investigating this question is launched, the biofeedback
display should be optimize for ease of use for the clinicians and the patients.
Figure 7.1. Clinician View

Figure 7.2. Sample line graph biofeedback display
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Figure 7.3. Sample bar graph biofeedback display

Figure 7.4. Peak weight acceptance or loading rate graph biofeedback display
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In summary, this work has demonstrated that the loadsol® is a more affordable, valid and
reliable option to collect force based data in non-traditional settings for a variety of age groups,
walking speeds and inclines. Work from this dissertation, Chapter 5, demonstrated that the
loadsol® can be used to detect limb symmetry differences between post-TKA patients and their
age matched peers. The post-TKA patients had lower between-limb symmetry when compared to
their peers. Further, one of the studies, Chapter 6, collected data outside of a laboratory setting
indicating that the loadsol® can be used in a variety of settings. This work is also the first to
explore the biofeedback display that is available in the loadsol® application. The display
biofeedback demonstrated the potential to use the loadsol® to promote symmetry during walking.
The use of the biofeedback display needs to be explored in a larger population with lower
symmetry such as joint replacement patients, amputees, or those with neurologic disorders such as
stroke of Parkinson disease. Future work should explore the optimization of the display for several
tasks and variables of interest, prioritizing customizability and clarity of the display. Finally,
potential retraining protocols need to be investigated to determine if the loadsol® can be used over
several sessions in order to elicit sustained impact on gait mechanics.
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Appendix A: KOOS Jr. Questionnaire
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Appendix B: UCLA Activity Scale
Select the statement that best describes your current activity level:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Wholly inactive: dependent on others; cannot leave residence
Mostly inactive: restricted to minimal activities of daily living
Sometimes participate in mild activities
Regularly participate in mild activities, such as walking, limited housework and limited
shopping
5. Sometimes participate in moderate activities
6. Regularly participate in moderate activities, such as swimming and unlimited housework
or shopping
7. Regularly participate in active events, such as bicycling
8. Regularly participate in very active events, such as bowling or golf
9. Sometimes participate in impact sports
10. Regularly participate in impact sports such as jogging, tennis, skiing, acrobatics, ballet,
heavy labor, or backpacking
The UCLA Activity Scale was taken from Zahiri et al. [138].
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Appendix C: Likert Surveys for Biofeedback
1. How difficult was the task?

2. How awkward was the task?

3. How successful were you at the task?
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